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Holland City News.
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HOLLAND,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

Oweral Sialtn.

(City gcutjs.

#ur

ITAN PUTTEN

0., General Dealers. In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,ilats and Caps,
Fhur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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-
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-
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Wool, V
if

W»2oaaaken and BUckmithi.

INUKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
IJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds ofrepal
ing

JOB

I’

done. Eighth Street a

Rive
lew doors west of River.

HINTING PilONI'TLV AND NKATLY DONB.

Hut

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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00
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00
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1

Kloor./lOO*. ... ............
Proprietors Pearl Barley, ^lOoib ............. 3 00
of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Xiati, Eto.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

Beef, dressed per

Trains.

“
"
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“
“
&
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Holland.

m.
5.15 “
3.30 p. m.

2 00 u.

Big Rapids. *10.25

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.
0 10 ••

a. ra.

10.55 “
t 9.25 p. m.

New

1)4
J

Butlalo

TV »ih street.

Store.

9.35 “

MATRAU,

A M.

7-1

Michigan.

A

Ooiag North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. m,
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7
7
7
H
5
4
8

k.

50 12 20
1U 11 47
HO 11 42
15 11 12
85 10 44
5o 10 25
45
9 35

C.

Boat

FhBjgnpher.
IF 1GOINS,

Effect,Sunday, Dec. 8, 1878.

A±

lery

the leading Photographer.
Oal-

B. P.

opposite this office.

Doing South.

STATIONS.

No.

6.

p. in.
2 20
2 53
2 57
3 20
3 53
4 17
5 18

Muskegon,
Ferrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Fillmore,

Allegan,

,

No. 1,
a. m.
7 00
7 45
7 55
8 40
9 50
10
11 45

A

FRED. H. MAY, Manager,
Leavenwobtu,Oen'i Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGAKTKL, AgrU,

SaiUirf.

yAUPKLL,

U., Mannfaclurer of and dealer :u
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whip’s;
Eighth street.
Tobacco asd Cigars.

'PE ROLLER,

§usittfiSiJ

_

A

f itwtarjj.

Attonuyi.

1.

TTOWARD, M.
•U.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Rlvor street.

VfC BRIDE, P.

^

River street

H., Attorney and Counselor at

^roCtor *n A^,nirjby. No.

PASrw„;

corner of River and ,.ighthstreets.

n. G.

E. J.

HARRINGTON

’

Facts that we

* a. x.

14-ly

settledin the city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac-

to

the public at large, and

EACH BUG'S, CommissionMerchants and whereas he pays

Know.

'

in

our Whipping-Post,”by

Howard

tention of all

who

at-

are interested in the

Miss Annie Porter begins what promises

and clear, and includes an manneas; “Joseph’sAdventure,”which is
account of the disasy-ous “Pennsylvania a glimpse of the ruder and more advenexperiment.” A paper on “The late turous life of California; “Women’s HusGeorge Rapp and the Harmonists”and a

bands,” of which the opening

con-

talc is

great many other articles of high merit, to cluded In this number; “Through Windwhich we intend to refer in some future ing Ways,” and many shorter contribu-

tions preserve the usual variety and

issues.

piquancy of the Magazine.
An Acoldent&lKarine Picture.

The

frost-workrepresentation

on

T«ki Yew

the

Choice.

It looks like an old oil painting;no one

Pacific coast to day who was not crushed
on account of competition with Chinese

moment suppose that it was a labor. You could not make a man who
chance picture, but such it really is. It must have beef and bread, and perhaps
was discoveredrecently by Mr. Hervey beer, work with a man who could live on
when he had the partitionsremoved from a handful of rice. This was not an effort
would

for a

drawer he had used

to

The

keep tools in for
scratching of the

drawer, the action of

up to the level of beef and
bread. It was to drag beef and bread
down to the rice standard. [Applause.]
to bring rice

which min

In conclusion be agreed that this legisla-

gled with the rust turned green, the dust

tion was in strict accord with international

and grime of

obligations.It was justified,as the Chi-

a

the oil

quarter of a century, all had

combined to paint on

these pine board

nese never lived one month under Lhe
partitions a tolerably good sketch, in dull terms of the treaty. The question was

colors, of the ocean with three vesselssail- whether we should devote
ing on

its

bosom, and

land with

had

in the distance a

head

a lighthouse. Mr. Hervey has and

the picture

framed

an important

section of the United States to be the
refuge of our

own

home

people and those

hangs affiliatingwith us, or whether we would
Bronchitis,Hay Fever, Consumption, over his repairing bench, ready for the leave It open to those who, degraded
severe Coughs, and Colds, Hoarseness, or close inspection of the doubtful Thomases, themselves, would Inevitably degrade us.
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will or any one ehe.—Be’fast(Me.) Age.
The Senate must this day choose whether
call at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. Holit would lusist upon the civilization of
land. Michigan, you can get a tria) bottle
Bfc. Nicholas for Xarch.
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle fur
Christ or the civilization of Confucius.
St. Nicholas for

where he can be consulted during the
day,

Wood

M. Jenkins, may he commended to the

illus-

implements as they rattledaround in the

particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
$1.00.
City oi Holland, on Saturdky of each week,

Bmiit.

Edward King

is brief but full

twenty -five years.

„

coucheur

>

the reader’s sympathies.

financial to be a very entertaining series of pictures
literatureis ProfessorSumner’s paper on of Southern life. “MonsieurPumpalou’a
“The CommercialCrises of 1887,” which Repentance,” an amusing story of French

o

NOTICE.

Comaiiilos XereU&t.

fortunate poet strengthens this appeal to

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, ions chance which makes these pictures in
labor. In a republic where suffrage was
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
the regular outline of a careful design. universal cheap labor could not bo legisall kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
But the ephemeralfrost is not the only lated for. Labor should not be cheap; it
is guaranteed to give |>erfectsatisfaction
in every case or money relunded. Price material employed by the unseen artist, us should not bo dear; it should have its
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber witness a marine view on wood which can share. There was not a laborer on the
Walsh Holland Michigan.

If you are suffering with a severe cough,
Reuolah Communicationof Unity LodgeNo. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall. cold, asthma, bronchitis,consumption,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,March loss of voice, tickling in the lh.*oat, or any
5, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
BattUf aaftlxchuft.
affection of the throat or luoga, we know
„
Otto Bretman. W. M.
that Dr. King'* New Discovery will give
C. B. Wynne Sec'v.
Banking and Colyou immediate relief. We know of hun
Un‘ft" bought and sold;
sold: Eighth
Kiahtn
dreds of cases, it has completely cured,
9-ly
and that where all other medicines had
^otifes.
Barbin.
failed. No other remedy can show one
half ns many permanent cure*. Now to
give you satisfactoryproof that Dr. King’s
hop uext door t0 lhe Dity
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having New Discoverywill cure you of Asthma,

__B

nitel

the handsome and un-

window-pane of trees, castles, landscapes
In the recent debate in the U. 8. Senate
and common scenes— familiar phenomena on the “Chinese Bill,” Mr. Blaine, conns they are— always excite wonder, and tinuing, said he heard a good deal about
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
The beat Salve in the world for Cuts, often cause one to ponder on the myster. cheap labor. He did not believe in cheap

£p«ial

I

Passes of the Sierra,” by John Muir,

a portrait of

An importantcontributionto

makes no difference bow many Physicians, or how much medicine you have
tried, it is now an established fact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are yet thousands of persons who are predisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Severe Colds settled on the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
no personal knowledge of Boschee’s Ger
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists in America.

“ Uw'

VAfecOTr
Cl

jtreet

8.

r

the differentschools. The

trated. The latter will be succeeded in subject of criminal legislation.Under
the title of “My Village in the South,”
the May number by a noveletteby Miss

It

Uuited States.

W. Blok,

G.A. Koning.R.

and

Bolles;

Trafton entitled “Acbsah.”

-of 0. r.

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

11

A

.

and

Boyescn’s “Falconbcrg,” are also

V

N. K. F airbank’b tin caddy Lard cap
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,Indep»ndentOrder
be
found at E. J. Harrington. This is the
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow 0 Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening finest and best Lard for family use in the
0.

mens ‘of

Buflulo Hunt in Northern Mexi-

be seen at Calvin Hervey’s jewelry store.

.

lain at the Paris Exposition”are described

this

the result of tresh original observation by

A Remarkable Result.

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Ugars.Snutt,Pipes, etc.; Kigiith street.

Watchai aad Jewelry.
Holland, Mich.
L ose connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. A
I OSLIN A B REYMAN, Watchmakers, Jews ten,
k- B. A M. S. for Plaiuwell, Kalama- •J uud dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner *f Martoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
ket and Eighth Street.

‘

new and complete study of

a

“A

“The

F, S., Physicianand Ruigeen;

residence,on Rjghib street, aear Chi.
K. crossing.

Daily except Saturday.
VIC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
I Mondays only.
„ „ Accouclier.Office,Van Pullen’s Drug Store,
All other trains daily except Sundays.
Holland,
6
All trams on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which la 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
uV.y.T.?.N\,IV.
Puywclan.Office at the
First Ward Drug Store, 8lh Street.

Taken

College

RAILHOA.D,

*,

Grand Haven Eail

Several articles in Lippincott’g Magazine

concludes his sketches of Hungarian and
this promising young naturalist; “LawnAnstrian scenes with a sparkling and well
Planting for Small Places,” practical sugin the United
illustrateddescription of Vlenqa. “Live
gestionsby an authorityon landscape

public square.

oflice at
L. H. R.

t

for

A NNI8, T. E., Physician-residence, opposite
Sells Tickets to principal points
/V H. W. cor. Public Square.
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills oi Lading issued
and rates given for fielght to all points east ami gardening, Samuel Parsons. The serials,
A 8H, II. L. Surgeons and Physicians.Ofliceat west. Informationas to routes and connections
a\. his residence,Overysel, Mich.
for travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers, Mrs. Burnett’s “Haworth’s” and Mr.

f EDEBOER,

is

Uppinoott’i Xagaiist.

number

in this

by the younger Inness, Kelly

Chicago & West Michigan
Pknioiaai

J-J

{ Mixed trains,
T Dally except Sunday and Monday.

and

co,” by General Lew. Wallace, a narra- mournful career of Richard Realf Is recounted by his friend RossiterJohnson,
tive of personal adventure, with drawings

Chicago. I 1.50 a.m. 12.15 “
F EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Oflice
} 5.10 " * 10 45 a. m. ii corner Eleventh and River street oppesits Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

t

This magazine stands unrivaled,

highly praised on the other side of the

problematicalstructure,which be claims with thorough knowledge aud discrimination by Jennie J. Young, author of “The
was built for another purpose, the writer’s
Ceramic Art,” whose paper is embellished
array of plausiblearguments being re enwith cuts of some of the choicestspeciforced by referenceto plans and draw-

cheerfullyfurnished st the

3.25 p. m.
5.55

"A

makes

@8

FREIGHT AND TICKET AQENT,

ALS1L U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Ulflce,Ci/p f/rup

Muskegon, Peniwaier
*fe

at-

March are noticeablealike for their
Camp at Lake Geofge,”a
timely interestand their fine illustrations.
sprightly paper by R. R. Bowker, with
“A Day with Hudson’s Bay Dog-Sledges”
illustrations, both humorous and serious,
gives a vivid picture of winter travel over
by F. S. Church; “The old Mill at Newfrozen wastes. The “Pottery an<) Porceport,” by R. G. Hatfield,an architect who
arc:

Ham

H. C.

Agent, Notary Public au«l Conveyancer;Collectionsmade In Hollandand vlclnllx.
\lf

“A

other

the latter an impemonatiou

Other illustratedpapers

...........................8 it 10
......................... 5 @ 6
Shoulders ...........
4 ft 5
Tallow, per ft ...........................6 @ 8
Turkeys. ** .........................
7
9
Chickens, dressed per Ik ................ 6
8

”
“

Insaranee

L

many

tractivearticles, too numerous to mention.

which has not yet been seen in this coun-

ings;

pOHT, HKNRY D., Real Estate and

1, 1879.

Wonderful Candle,” and

try.

HoUrr Fubllci

L’ave

11.55 a.m.
9.20 p.m.

Cleopatra,

82
28
27
40
00
00
25
20
85
20
00

Smoked Meat

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

Holland.

4

..................
4

....

“ “

tv

Chicago A Wert Michigan E. E.

Grand Rapids.

ft

@

r°rk'
...................
Lard ...............................6

YLTILMS,

Anivtat

14

Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th* River street.

ing material fumisbea at Grand Rapids prices.

Taken Effect, Wedne* lay Jan.

e

LI

V

iliiails.

periment* with the electriclight and

Atlantic.

character, one as Juliet nud the other as

1

An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX Mgally that no paper will be continuedafter date.
IfERBEEK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the
4^“ AH advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-

$ail

“Renaissance,” and a descriptionof ex-

A

rEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof andDealerln

I

a rancheriain Southern California, but

The

18

of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbttout charge for subscribers.

There are a brief and simple art-paper,
making plain the meaning of the term

.

v

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

aclresoand her husband led for a lime on

@2

.

Grain, Peed, Eto.
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Wheat, white fi bushel. .
.new
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Corn, shelled V bushel..
and twine; 8th street.
Oats.V busheT ....
Buckwheat, V bushel....
Xmfactoriu, Ullli, Shopi, Ite.
Bran, ^ ton ....... .. ...
r

the account of the pastoral life which the

green ..................... l 75

ITAN DER HAAR,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

iu

greater fullnes than in any sketch hereto- Wells” gives an insight into the habits and
fore printed. Especially interesting is customs of Arabia and the East.

“

••

UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
- vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

r.

5 001 8
8 00 10
10 00 j 17
10 00 17 00 ( 25
17 00 25 00 40
fi 00 40 00 65
3

5 0"
8 00

::

X1 “

M

on the slage are related

which she relinquishedwith little regret
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
bolts, soft wood
.........
54 to play in San Franciscofor the first time
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
text is written by
Stave bolts, softwood. ...................... 2 25 in English.
Stave bolts, hardwood ....................
3 00
Charles dc Kay, and is accompaniedby
Railroad ties .................................
10
Shingles,
m ..................
ft 2 00 thiee portraitsof Modjeska, two being in

(

I a M. | 6 m.

“

ous and striking pictures of their queer

masks and grotesque scenes. An illusa biographical-criticalmanner and with trated article en “Oriental Bottles and

Wood, Stavei, Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$2 50
greeu ................. 2 00
beach, dry ......................
g uo

“
“

lately

life and career

85
50
1 25

Hemlock Bark ......................1^4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, ........ ..... @10 00

One aquareof tenlinca, nonpareil,) 75 corns
lor llrsl insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- i. j kut’ nearcoruer^*fliii »nd Fish Street.' All
kinds of sausages consiautly on hand.
quent insertion for any period under three

__

were

.....................

VAN ZuEREN, New Meat Mar- Heading

DUTKAU 4

months.

ft

and Mary

Holies Branch records the episode of

contains the first of

the subject is Modjeska, incidents of whose

1"

paid in advance ; %l.7o
at three month*, and %2.00 if
paid at »ix month*.

sin,”— beautifulwhile cats;

Drama which
“An Atneiican Mardi-Grass” describes
announced by (he publishers,
and it is staled that two others have been the Carnivals of New Orleans and
assigned to early numbers. This month Memphis, and is accompanied by numer-

80

DOONE

Terms of Subscription:

366.

the illustrated papers on the

@

©

tl.iiO per year tf
IHiid

Produce, Etc.

1J

Editor and PiMUner.

March

NO.

"Nannie’s Little Muff.”

apples, p bushel .................$ 25
Beans, $1 bushel ...................1 5o
Butter, V 0> ..........
((O
1I„ Livery and Hale Hutble. Oflice Clover seed, $ lb .....
(a*
and barn on Market street. Everythingdrst- Eggs, $1 dozen ......
Honey, $1 lb
..fc.
Hay, |} ton....
oo
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Hale HU
Stable; Onions,$1 bushel
to
Oflice of Daily Htage Lino to Sailgatiick, Oth
Potatoes. V bushel .........
street, near Market.
Timothy Seed, $ bushel ...

DOESBURG,

J.

Scribner for

LlTtrra&iSaliSublet.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

Scribnerfor Xarch.

parfertis.

Y

A WEEKLY NEW3PAFEB,

WHOLE

22,1879.

A

Wiw

iu gilt, and it

March opens with

[Applause.]

capital Arctic story, by Dr. Isaac!. Hayes,
Deacon.

vividly describing “An Adventure on an
In a lecture the celebrated Dr. Brown
Iceberg”:
the illustrationforms the front- Sequard gave the following directious,
“Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me
how you kept yourself and family so well ispiece of the number.
which may prove serviceableto persona
Brap and Niiiclfiii.
Mr. Horace E, Scudder relates a story troubled with a nervous cough: “Coughing
One of the finest preparation!for the the past season, when all the rest of ua
NOESBURG. J. O., Dealer iu Drags and Medlhave been sick so much, and have had the of “The Obstinate Weathercock,” and its can be stopped by pressing on the nerves
AJ olnes, Paints and Olhi, Brushes. Ac. Pfay- Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’a
dealings with an Uuterrifled Colorado of the lip in the neighborhood of the nose.
doctors
running to us so long.”
Hair
Renewer.”
It
is
the
best
article
to
wcian s prescriptions careiully put np: Eighth st
“Bro. Taylor, the answer is very easy. Beetle. For this story Mr. Alfred Kappes A pressurethere may prevent a cough
restore the color and prevent the falling
I used Hop Bitten in time and kept my
furnishes two pictures.
when it is beginning. Pressing, also, in
out, and can be had at Schouten & West- family well and saved Urge doctor bills.
Julian Hawthorne’s continuedfairy-tale, the neighborhood of the ear may prevent
veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
Three dollars'worth of it kept us all well
and able to work all the time, and I will “Rumpty-Dudget’a Tower,” illustratedby coughing. Pressing very hard on the
yAN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- 86-6m
warrant it has cost you and most of the Alfred Fredericks,is completed in this top of the mouth inside, is also a means of
neighbon one to two hundred dollars number; and the serials by Susan Cooiidge
Compressed Yeaat.— Have you tried that
stopping coughing. And I may say that
W^SHHEBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a new yeast? It is superior to any. Sold at apiece to keep sick the same time. I guess and Frank U. Stockton have bright, fresh
you'll take my medicine hereafter.” See
the will has immense power, too. There
tness fU ,l0Ck °r *°od- appertaining to the busand fully illustratedinstallments.
wholesale and retail at
other column.
was a French surgeon who. used to say,
Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofnee on Higbid streec, oppoulte Van Kaalte't
•fioe k tore.

L. E. BEST,
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.

M.

D.

I

PE3S1NK BROS.

furalturs.

Kn££

Sarah Winter Kellogg briefly recounts a

At
ln tJI

SUSS;

_

kind* of Fur-

All kinds of Shingles

T»*-

for sale at

G VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

_

G.

Van

Putten & Sons’ grocery store

tale of the curious blessing in disguise

you can purchase groceries just as cheap

which a Western school boy “Wanted”;

whenever he entered the wards of

_ __

as

anywhere. Go and

try it.

I

Kate Foote

_

tells of

some “Pets from Per-

his

hospital, ‘The patient who coughs wii\ be

deprivedof food to-day.’ It was exceedingly rare that a patient

coughed then.”

m,

mains outstandingabout $16,000,000, of which

Montin advocating,and

amonnt about •2,000,000is in 8 and 5-cent
pieces. It is now estimated that there will ultimatelv be redeemed only •4,000,000of the

Hartridge,of Georgis.

•10, 000*, 000, leaving•12,000,000 as the profit to
the Government, that amount being Ibat or de-

FOLL\ND

CITY.

stroyed.

MICHIGAN.

Messrs, Matthews and
Hamlin opposing the bill.
In the House, the
day was devoted to the Legislative Appropriation
bill, and to memorial .exorcises
of the late Julian

1880.

-

What

[WashingtonCor. Cincinnati Commercial.]

BV

discussing the bill to restrictChinese immigra-

tion,

WU1

veal.

Febbuaby 14.— The Senate consumedthe day
In

th« Next Census

without conflng to a vote.

-

don, opened in May last. That veni
ure, during the four months it was qpr
Probably Re- ried on, did not, however, meet with al)
the desired success, the chief reason for

coliectmg

The demand

for the 4*per-cent. bonds there was a wrangle over the bill, reported from
the Committee on MilitaryAffair by Mr.
is so great that the Bureau of Engravingand
Bragg, to place Gen. Shields on the retired
Printing is forced to work night ahd day, Sun- list,which was ended by the matter being referred
days as well as week days. The Government to the committeeof the whole. The balance of tire
presses have not been so blisy since the war.
day was devoted to the consideration of private

|

aU the information"Mch

was (the committee eey) that the

T^mmitte/now
The
committee now
morto
miting incrmstTin vote amllrom State offera me.lai ofhonor
to any
any English
English
butcher who sfihll take up the trade and
census reports (about one dozen States

In the House, avJuble, such as election Jt^ns for

continue it for three months ai least.
having taken censuses in 18^5-6), and
from carefully noting the movements of
The Battle of the Dug-Out
claims.
THE EAST.
POLITICAL.
population into the Western States and
February 15.— After a long and animated
Mr.
Campbell unearthedthe remains
to our shores from Europe — by collectA frightful catastrophe is reported
It was resolved, at a caucus of Redebate the Senate passed, by a vote of SR to 87. the
of
a
human
am on his claim, last Frifrom Somenrille,Me. EphrUjuHysterand his publican Senators in Washington, on the 12th House hill to restrict the Immigration of Chinese. ing all this information,it is now possiday, while digging a stable. The claim
ble
to
tell
approximately
what
the
popuwife left home in the forenoon, to do ootne trad- inst, that Mr. Edmunds’ constitutional amend- ... .Mr. Allison Introduced s bill to provide a sinklies in the vicinityof the old Skunk
ing, leaving their three children, aged 4, 2%, •meni, prohibiting the payment of disloyal ing fund for bonds issued lu pursuance of lation of the United States and Terriand 8 montns, alone at home. By some means claims, shall be pushed to floal action at this the act Of Congress of June 20, tories will be in 1880. Also what the Johnson dug-out, two miles north
the house caught fire, and, before aid arrived, Shsaioa
increase will be to each State, and the ef- of Averv’s ranch, on the Ninnescah.
1874, known as 3.65 Districtof Columbia bonds....
the building with the contents was destroyed,
The Democratic Senators, at a caucus Mr. McPherson presented a petition of the New fect of that increase upon representa- Skunk Johnson was an aged trapper
the threq children perishing in the flames.
held on the 14th inst, decided that it would not Jersey Historical Society In favor of erecting a tion in Congress and the Electoral Col- who hunted buffalo and game in this
The Knights ot Labor is the name of bp expedientto do more than to attach to the monument to ChristopherColumbus by the relege. The best estimates place the in- vicinity years ago, and made his calling
a new secret society in the Pennsylvania coal appropriation bills the clause repealing tho publics of the Westeru Hemisphere, and that the
United Statee take the Initiative.
The House crease of population from 1870 to 1880 an employment that proved quite lucraregions, which is intended to take the place of jurors’ test oath, and as to the other matters was engagedall day on the Legislative Appropriaat 8,500,000, which would give us next tive. His home^ consistedof a dug-out
the Mollie Maguires. The Catholic priests that they can be postponed until the regular tion bill.
year 47,058,371 population. If anything 8x10 feet in size, chiseled in a perpenseesion. The Chairman of the caucus,Senator
have arrayed themrelves in oppositionto it
February 17.— In tho Senate,Mr. Windom
Wallace, was directed to notify the House Demdicular embankment bf solid gypsum
There is more trouble in the Vander- ocratio caucus of this decision.This removes presented a petitionof colored people of Louisiana this estimateis below the mark, and is
certainly safe to calculate upon. Pro- twenty feet high. The entrance was
favoring the passageof his resolution in relation
bilt family. Frederick W., the1 oldest son of all danger of an extra session.
vided the basis of representationis not just large enough to admit the body of
William H. Vanderbilt, has married, against his
Zachariah Chandler' was, on the to the migration of blacks. ...The bill to provide changed, the increase in members of a man, and afforded the only light or
for
the
construction
of
a
bridge
across
thoSIisfather's wishes, Louise Holmes Anthony, the 18th inst, elected United States Senator from
sonri river at Decatnr, Neb., was passed.. ..The Congress and the ElectoralCollege will ventilation, save that that came down
divorcedwife of his own oousin, Alfred TorMichigan to fill the vacancy createdby Judge
be sixty-six.It is safe to figure upon the chimney. ‘ Here the old man lived
rance. The young man possesses12,000,000 in
Chrisnancy’sresignation.Ho received the vote Senate was engagedthe whole afternoon and till I:>i0
his own right, left him by the old Commodore,
and whiled awpy several years of his
of every Republican member of the Legislature. o'clock at night In discussing the bill to amend the hypothesis that the basis will not be
and is, therefore,independent of his irate The Democrats supported Barne*, and the the Internal Revenue law, the proposed reduction changed, for a change will make no dif- lonely and uneventful life. During the
parent
of tho tax on tobacco constitutingthe bone of conGreenbackers cast their votes for Chamberlin.
ference os to the relative strength of the time the Indians mode a raid and came
tention.... The Senate in executive session conTHE WEST.
foreign.
firmed John F. Hsrtranft bh Postmaster of sections. As a matter of fact, it will across the old man and hispoor and unPhiladelphia, and A. Louden Snowden as Super- have to be changed, and a larger popula- pretentiouslittle home. 'Hiey first enCharles McGill was hanged at
It is reported from St. Petersburg intendent of the Philadelphia Mint — The nominadeavored to gain admittance by persuaCleveland,Ohio, on the 13th inat, for the coldtion of William Hays, to be Postmaster at tion given to each district,for the presis almost paralyzedby the great strika ... .The
blooded murder of Mary Kelley, in December,
St. Louis, was reported back from the ent House of Representatives will not sion, then resorted to force, but without
Gorman Parliament,at its meeting on the 12th committeewithout recommend atiou, the commit1877.... The NorthwesternDairymen’sAssovail, Johnson persistently “holding the
hold sixty-six additional members with
Inst, was opened by the old Emperor in porsoa tee being equally divided aa to the advisabilityof
ciation has Jnst held its annual session in Chifort,”
and repulsing his assailants with
any
sort
of
convenience
or
comfort.
But
confirmation.
The
House
passed,
under
a
susIn his speech,ho declaredthat Germany would
cago. The meeting was an interesting one, and
continue its influence for the preservationand pension of tho rules, the bill appropriating
some
loss. The Indians remained in
that
makes
no
difference
with
the
matwas largelyattended.... A dispatch from Ban continuanceof peace in Europe.
662,200for the payment of the arrears of pensions.
Jose, Cal , says a fire-dampexplosion in a tun....Mr. Hale offered a resolutiondirecting ters under consideration. The relative the vicinitynine days, during which
nel of the Bonthern Coast railroad, near Alma,
The English Parbament reconvened toe Committeeou the Judiciary to report a strength of the States in the House and time hunger drove the prisoner to eatjoint resolution proposinga constitutional
injuredfourteenmen. Nine Chinamen will die. Feb. 18.
.Ex-PresidentGrant arrived at Bom- amendment to prohibit the payment of war claims Electoral College will be the same, ing a skunk to sustain life, from which
One mpn was killed and several severe- bay, India, on the 13th inst.... A St Peters- except of persons loyal to the Union.... Tho River whether the basis of representation is he derived hir peculiar nick-name.They
and Harbor Appropriation bill was passed — Mely injuredby the explosion of a small steamer burg dispatch says that, since the thaw set
changed or not. The present House finally abandoned their object, however,
in, the number of the plague-stncken at morial exercises of the late Representative
on the Muskingum river,between Zanesville acd
Schleicherwere held in the evening.
contains 293 members. If the basis is and tne old man lived to relate the cirZaritxin has increased. Prof. Jacobi, head
Marietta.Ohio.... Hon. Solomon Blair, ex- of the Medical Commission sent into the infectFebruary 18.— Tho Senate adopted a resolu- j not interfered with it will contain ,359 cumstance. Three or four years ago,
Judge of the Superior Court of Indianapolis, ed district,has been attacked with the disease, tion to pay Joseph Scgar $5,000 in lull compensa- 1 after the next apportionment, and (if no as emigration set in, he gave up the old
and Chairman of the IndianaRepublicanState and was worse at last accounts — A revolution
tion lor his expensesin prosecuting a claim to a new States are admitted) there will be hunting ground and moved ou further
Central Committee, died at Indianapolis, last lias broken out in Hayti.
.Negro disturbances seat as Senator from Virginia in 1803 — The
in the ElectoralCollege 435 votes, re- west. The hones found last Friday are
week.
of an alarminf? characterhave occurred in the
House bill to promote the knowledgeof quiring 218 to elect a President.
supposed to be a portion of the remains
island of St Vincent
Chicago elevatorscontain 7,463,635
steam engineeringand iron ship-building
All this is reached with an approxi- of one of the Indians slain in the memItaly
is more panic-strickenby the among students ot scientific schools or
bushels of wheat, 3,040,106bushels of corn,
mate degree of accuracy,but to get' the orable battle of Skunk Johnson’s dug500,085 bushelsof oats, 320,744 bushels of rye reports of the plague than countries nearer colleges was passed ____ The Revenue bill was
,
increase among the several States is a out.— Praff County (Kan.) Press.
. ,
T.
and 1,030,411 bushels of barley, making a total Russia. The line of steamers between Italy di*cuti*cil.amended, and finallypassed, with tho
amendment
mincing
ti>e tobacco tax to ii» rents, matter of far greater uliuCUlty. It 18
and
Egypt
has
been*
discontinued,
and
tho
imof 12,86 , 041 bushels, against 8,119,847 bushels
Compositor Skinner’s Luck.
-- The Honse. after wastingnearly two hours believed however that the following
at this period last year.. .The remnant of Dull portation of Egyptian cotton is prohibited .....
on qneNtiona nt precedence, took up the Comma bill,
Knife’s band of Qieyenne Indians, who commit- A cablegramfrom London says: “Edward
table,
which
has
been
prepared
witli
The
wisdom of obeying the injuncthe last of the Fenian pria- and devoted the entire day aeaalon to its
ted the depredationsin Western Kansas last Sep- O' Kelly,
coxaideration. .An evening peeaion, lusting care, and after consulting all the lights ; tion, “Be not forgetful to entertain
from Spike
Spik
tember, are now in confinementat Dodge City, oners waa to-day dischargedfront
till pnit midnight,waa devoted to the conawaitingtrial for their crimes. Tneir names Island prison, in this harbor, on condition that siderationof the LegislativeAppropriation available, gives the facts and figures I strangers,” is illustrated in the case of
he
left the British isles. He sailed immediate- bill. There waa a hot contest over the pnojidland as they will appear after the next cen- John E Skinner, at present a composare Wild Hog, Old Crow, Big Head, Left Hand,
soryeys. The matter, as finally ttxed.np.]e*v<# the sus and apportionment
Blacksmith, Porcupine and Nosey Walker. ly for New York.”
itor in a New Haven printing-office.
in about this ebnditfbu:The Coast Survey is
Left Hand and Wild Hog are both wounded,
London dispatches state that the bill
Years ago, while Skinner was a youth of
transferred
from
the
Treasury
to
the
the latter’s injuries have been inflictedby himBritish defeat in South Africa “ was not alto- Interior Department. and the consolidated
15, he shared his meager substancewith
self with a pair of scissors.They maintain a
bureau Is given charge of the geographdignified silence and seldom move from a sit- gether a surprise. The British troops wore un- ical work of the Coast Survey and the
a youth named Antoine Mercer, who
prepared, but the triumph of the Zulus was InteriorDepartment,and the specialw.ientiflc surting position on the floor of their cells.
represented that he had been banished
owing to their pluck as well as numbers. Fif- veys known as the Powell, the Hayden and the
THE SOUTH.
from the homo of a wealthy uncle in the
teen thousandZulus, armed with swords, at- Wheeler surveys are abolished; and a new Bureau
Island of St. Thomas. The uncle looked
tacked the British. Under a murderous British of Geological Surveys Is created,with a chief to be
United States Judge Baxter, of
appointedby the President. Tho Western men.
fire the Zulus at first fell by hundreds, but the
upon young Mercer as his heir till the
Tennessee, has appointed a receiverto take plucky savages in the rear, coming on, filled up under the lead of Patterson, of Colorado,and
latter was discovered to have pledged
Page,
of
California, who did moat of the
charge of the effects of the late city of Memphis, the gaps ana the vast horde still advanced until
work, defeated the Appropriation Committee
his love to a mulatto girl. Then the
within
charging
distance,
when
they
rushed
in
including taxes unpaid, amounting to nearly
In its effort to destroy the General Land Office,ami
uncle sent him forth to care for himseli.
•3,000,000, with power to sue, and collectin any with desperatecourage for a death struggle tlie present land system. The surveys having Iteen
Encumberedwith long rifles and being ont- passed, the amtndw nt to repeal the jurors' test- CxlifornU
He drifted to New ‘York, found employway, by garnishment or otherwise.
numberedten to one, the British were strickett oath and the Federal Sui»crviaor law authhViiing Colorado
ment
as a printer,became dissipated,
The steamer A. C. Donnelly was re- down by the Zulus with their Roman blades in the use of Deputy Marshals were moved, pending Connecticut
lost his situation, was taken in and cared
Delaware
cently burned in the Missiaeippiriver below a hand-to-hand combat The scene was a wild which the House adjounud.
Florida
for by young Skinner at Port Jefferson,
Cairo. Several of the passengerswere crippled orgie of death— a massacre,yet a battle.”
Georgia
L. I., and finallydecamped with the’ pest
Shutting Out the Mongolians.
Ulinoia
in the rush to eecape from the burning cratt
The powers, replying to Russia, reIndiana
clothes of his friend’sfather. Years
cognize
Roumania’s
right
to
Arab-tahia,
while
The
following
is
the
text
of
the
bill
A little Mississippiunpleasantness
Iowa
passed and nothing was heard from Meris thus mildly chronicled in a press telegram regretting her hasty occupation.
to restrict the immigration of Chinese KailKKR
Kentucky
cer till a few days ago, when a West
from Vicksburg: “A difficulty occurredat
Russian newspapers are compelled to to the United States, as it passed Con- Louisiana
India paper was received by John E.
Maine
Johnsonville,Miss., between CoL Holman, Dr. suppress unfavorable plague news, under pain
Skinner, containing the announcement
gress :
Maryland
Loury, Dr. Walker, and Mr. Arnold. The fight of being themselvel suppressed. . .The appliof the death of Antoine Mercer,
2>V it enacted, etc., That no master of any MaanachusettH
began by Holman shooting Loury. Arnold cation of the Socialist law to radical members
Michigan .....
shot Holman, wounding him, then shot and of tho German Parliment is about to begin. vessel owned in whole or in part by a citizenof Minnenota
and the statement that his will
killed Walker, and was himself in turn shot by Permissionwas asked of the Chamber to arrest
deiisBd his fortune “to his old friend,
the United States, or by a citizen of any foreign Mississippi...
Holman. Arnold and Loan- have since died. and prosecuteone of the Socialistdeputiesfor
Missouri
John
E. Skinner, who had befriended
country, shall take on board such vessel at any Nebraska
Holman was arrested.”
violation of the law.
him at Port Jefferson, L. I., as a mark
port or place within tho Chinese empire or at Nevada
A dispatch from Atlanta, Ga., gives
The Russians have commenced the any other foreign port or place whatever,any New Hampshire
of regard and appreciation of his kind
New Jersey
the followingbrief particularsof a shocking evacuation of Turkey. The Turkish troops
acts toward him.” The paper stated
number exceeding fifteen Chinese passengers, Now York.
railway disaster:JfA passenger train on the occupy the country as fast as the retrograde
that tho fortune came to Mercer from
whether mate or female, with intent to bring North Carolina .................. | 8
Ohio ............................
i 20
Selma, Rome and Dalton road, which had just movement progresses ..... The steamship Soran uncle, deceased at St. Thomas. Mr.
such passengersto the United States, and leave Oregon ..........................
j
1
leftSelma,Ala., fell through a rotten bridge rento, which has arrived at Hull. England, from
Pennsylvania
...................
27
Skinner has taken steps to secure the
over Mulberry creek, thirteen miles from Selma. New York, lost eighty -one beau of cattle and such port or place and bring such passengers,
Rhode Island ....................
; 2,,
^ I fortune which seems to he his, but is so
George Evans, a prominent yonng Alabamian, 163 head of sheep on the passage — The strise to any number exceedingfifteenon one voyage,
South Carolina ..................
and four negroes were killed. Three white of iron and steel founders at Sheffield, within the jurisdictionof tho United States.
is far from losing his head in the meanTennessee.
Sec. 2. That whenever a master or other Texas.
men were fatally hurt M. Stanton, Superin- Englaud, has terminated, the men ac]‘i | while that he continues to work at his
tendent of the road, is among those fatally cepting
reduction in their wages. person in charge of anv such vessel takes ou v0nnont
case as usual.
hoard
tho
same
at
any
foreign
port
or
place
any
•
Virginia
wounded. Twenty-five persons were injured. The dock-laborers’strike in Liverpool
WoHt Vii
Virginia
Conductor White was terribly wounded. The has also collapsed. ... .Advices from Afghani- greater number of Chinese passengers than is West
An enraged rat ran up the pants-leg
sleeping-cardid not go down with the wreck. stan report everythingqniet Both armies seem prescribed in the first section of this act with WisconHin
All the rest of the train, including several to bo resting for the winter. .By a majority of intent to bring such passengers to tho United
of a gentleman at Seattle, W. T., refreight cars and the engine, were smashed in more than 6,000 votes, tho electors of the States,and leave such port and bring such pas- The only States not making an mcently, and bit and scratched his leg
one mass. The bridge was perfectly rotten and county of Cork, Ireland, have electeda pro- sengors to any number exceedingfifteenou one 1 crease in their representationare Coloi ; >
much indignation exists. The eecape of so nounced home-ruler and land-tenure reformer voyage within the jurisdiction of the United
nnnneciient Delaware Florida terribly. ^ , f
States,ho shall be deemed guilty of a misde- ™10’ ^onm cucut, AiemMare, iioruia,
many is considered miraculous."
to Parliament,tho oppos ng candidatebeing his
nephew, a large landholderand tho possessor meaner, and shall, for each passenger so taken : Louisiana,Maine, Nevada, New HampTHE MARKETS.
GENERAL.
ou l>oard and brought within tho jurisdictionshire, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
ot the family estates.
of the United States, 'texceeding tho number of : an(j Vermont.
NEW YORK.
Contrary to popular belief, the
THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
fifteen, be fined $100, and may al o be
Beeves ...........................
•$ 25 @10 75
American Indiansare noi decreasing in numoned for not exceeding six
..............................
8 50 @ 4 «0
Gen.
Reuben
E.
Davis,
defeated
Sec. 3. That the master of any vessel arriv”olf I laying ’Possum,
bers, but are .actually growing in population.
Cotton ...................
954
Floub— Superfine .................8 30 @ 3 G5
Greenbackcandidate for Congress at the late ingin the United States,or any of the Territories , ...
. ,
Officialstatisticsat Washington reveal this cuReuben Lowry, of Anderson county, Wheat— No. .....................1 08 @ 110*
rious fact.
..The most important railroad election in Mississippi, tostiflodbefore the Tel- thereof, from any foreign pluco, whatever,
Corn— Western Mixed .............41
47^
news of the day is that which announcestho ler Committee, at Washington, on the 12th inst the same time that he delivers a manifestof the Kansas, was out hunting wolves one Oats— Mixed ...................... $1
82
lease of the Atlantic and Great Western line by He said be was at first informed he had been cargo, and, if there l>e no cirgo. then at tho time {]liy during the snow. He got track of Rye— Western .....................
fll}£
sport or
ot entry
entry of
of the
the vessel,
vessel, purpurof
making
a
report
a
alld
with
his
dogs
followed
to
Poke—
Mess
......................
8
S5
@10
50
the Erie Company.
elected, hut was afterward told Muldrow was
Laud .............................. «54(<* 7
tho timber, where he overtook it, and
Canada baa just been enjoying the
CHICAGO.
cAlled
his testimony
(sailed the attention of witness to his
testimony
to
of the district in which such
the dogs and the wolf fought in the Beeves— Clioico Graded Steers ..... 4 75 @ 5 40
coldest weather of tho season, the merenry before tho BontweU Committee in 1876. Tho
Cows and Heifers ......... 2 80 @ 3 75
veeiclshall arrive, a separate list of all Chinese snow. Uncle Reuben, however, who
witness said he indoraod everv word he
being frozen at many points.
Medium to Fair ..........4 00 Q) 4 25
tb taken on Iward the vessel at any
Hoos ..............................
8 00 @4 25
Sof .11
j w^on koneback, managed to put aload
The New York authorities are taking then uttered. Ho bad said the Radicalswere
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 4 76 (gi 5 25
bulldozers, and they operated on negroes by
on hoard the vessel at that time. Such list | of shot into the wolf. An old greygers
on
measures to provont the spread of whatever superstition, threatening to put snakes and
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 8 7ft (§ 4 25
shall be sworn to by tho master in the same hound laid the wolf out on tho snow Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............
ft)
91
cattle disease may be found there. The mixing lizards into them. Tho Democrats now are ob- manner as directed by law in relation to the
No. 3 Spring .............. 77
78
apparently dead. Uncle Reuben had
noxious to what he then said of the Radicals.
of healthy herds with those showing any indimanifest of cargo, and the refusal or neglect of
83
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 82
The white man could not vote in tho South
strings attached to hiR saddle behind to Oats -No. ......... ..............
cation of disease is prohibited, as is the use of
a master to comply with tho provisions of this
21 ($ 22
against the Democracy without being ostracised.
45infected stables or yards. Diseased cattle are
section shall receive tho same penalties,disabili- tie game to, and, ladllihgthe carcass of Rye— No. ........................ 41
William Yasser, a white Republican politician,
Barley— No. ....................
70 ^ 8J
ties, and perfectures as are provided for tho roto be quarantinedor turned ovjr to tho scaventhe
wolf
to
the
saddle,
he
mounted
for
testifiedto being bulldozedand intimidated in
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 24 »j| 27
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Horace Maynard, United
Minister to Turkey, has returned
lough.

.

.

.

States

home on fur-

.Ever since tho withdrawal of' troops

from Alaska the natiyc Indianshave been menacing tho white settlers,and the latest accounts
from Sitka representthst hostilitieshad actually commenced,and that the whites had appealed to the Britishauthoritiesat Victoriato
protect them from threatenedextermination.

fnsal or neglectto report and deliver tho manifests of cargo.

Sec. 4 That the amount of the several penalties imposed by the foregoing provisions
tee at Washington, on tho 13th inst, J. H. shall be in lions on the vessels violating those
provisions, and such vessels shall be libeled
Field and W. W. Humphreys,of Mississippi,
therefor in any Circuit or District Court of the
were oxamioed in referenceto tho recent elecUnited States where such vessel shall arrive.
tion in that State. Both testified that it was
8ec. 5. That nothing herein contained shall
conducted fairly and peaceably, though activebo held to repeal or modify any law forbidding
ly and energetically:that nobody was prevented
voting,
that there the importation of ooolies,or of females for immoral purposes,into the United titates: prowas
dispositionto deprive tl»c colored
man of any of bis righte, except, perhaps, on vided, no Consul or Consular Agent of the
United Btatee, residing at any port from which
the part of a few extreme men.
Messrs.
any vessel taking Chinese passengersmay take
Hoar, McMillan, Kirkwood, Garland and Walher departure,shall grant the certificateprolace were constituted a sub-committee to invesvided for in section 2,162 of tho RevisedStatutes
tigate the election-fund assessment. Tho comfor more than fifteenChinese passengersin any
mittee then adjourned subject to the call of the
one vessel.
Chairman.
Sec. 0. That this act shall not apply to persons officially connected with the Chinese Govern ment or any embassy thereof, or to persons

At

a meeting of the Teller

from

Commit-

and

no

WASHINGTON.
The proposed reductionof

the late campaign, and thought, on a fair vote,
Mississippi would go Republican.

the tax

on

tobacco, treasuryofficialscetimato, will lessen

revenue about 9,000,000,and it is
their influence will bo used to Induce

the annual

said that
the President to veto the measure should it pass

Congress.

The President has appointed Horatio

-

CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.

C. Burchard, the present member of Congress

February 12.— In the Senate, the Committee
from the Fifth district of Illinois, to be Director
of the Mints, to fill the vacancy occasioned by on Indian Affairsreported that they were unable to
the death of Dr. Lindennan.
make a report at this session upon the Indian

Of

the $45,000,000of fractional cur- laughter at Fort Robinson, and, at their request
the matter was referred to a select committee....
•16,000,000, of which about •2,000,000 is 3 and Mr. Saundersaddressed the senate In support of
his bill to authorize the temporary transfer of the
ft cents. It is now estimatedthat there will ulcontrol of certain Indiana from the Interior to the
timately be redeemed only •4,000,000of the War Department. -- The House waa engaged all
•10,000,030, leaving•12,000,000 as profit to tho day upon the Legislative Appropriation
bill.
Government, that amount being lost or deFfbbuartIS.—Intbe Senate, the bill authorstroyed.
Ulng the conversion of gold bonds waa passed....
Of the $45,000,000 of fractional paper There waa a long debate on the bill to restrict Chiturrency issued by the United States, there re- nese Immigration—Meaare. Sargent, Grover and
rency issued, there remains outstandingabout

rescuedfrom shipwreck during the voyage of
and by a vessel bringing the same within the
jurisdiction of the United Btatee, or to the master of any veesel seekinga harbor in stress of
weather, or to persons who may only seek
temporary residencefor educationalpurposes
and who shall have a certificatefrom the Chinese Governmentfor that purpose.
Sec. 7. That this act shall take effect from
and after the 1st of July, 18791 and 'tho President of the United States shall immediately,
on the approval of this act, give notice to tho
Governmentof China of the abrogation of
articles5 and 6 of the additional articlesof tho
treaty of June 18, 1858, between the United
States and China, proclaimedFeb. 5, 1870, commonly called the Burlingame treaty.

home.

All. unconscimiBof

culty, he

awanened suddenly

any

diffi-

to the fact

10
Eoos— Fresh ...................... 15
Pork— Mess .......................
8 25 (#9 70

..............................644
MILWAUKEE.
w*
and was viciously snapping and making Wheat— No. ........ ............
91
No. ..................... 00 0
vigorous efforts to get away from the Cons — No, 2., .......
32 & 33
22
..««•• 21 0
saddle-thongs.Uncle Reuben, of Oats— No.
44 & 45
course, could not get off the horse to Rye - No. 1.
Barlix— No. 2 ...............*•••• 73 & 74
kill the wolf, and was in imminent dan8T. LOUIS.
98
ger of being bitten where he was. He Wheat- -No. 2 Red Fall ............W @ 82
...................... ®
had the presence of mind, however, to Oats— No. ..........
......... _ _ 25
44
“ 910 00
watch his opportunity,and grabbed the Rye ............................. . 9- 75
Pork— Meal .......................
beast by the neck in such a manner that
6>*0
Lard ........... ............. ..
CINCINNATI.
it could not bite, and held it there until
92
98
he got home, wheie-his grandson killed Wheat— Red .......... .........
83
34
Corn ............................
it.— Qamett (Kan.) Journal.
Oats ............................ H
61
(3
52
........................
9 75 010 00
Pork—
.....................
6)40 654
Hippophagy in Paris.
that the wolf had been playing ’possum,
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Wheat— No. 1 White ..... ..... ••••
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The committee for encouraging the
use of horseflesh as

an

article of food

have issued a return showing that the
number of horses, asses and mules
slaughteredin Paris for consumption
in 1878 was 11,319, or 700 more than in
the previous year. The continued increase in the use of horseflesh is, they
say, a proof that the prejudice against
it is being gradually overcome. A
prize of 1,200 francs was awarded by
M. Decroix to the founder of the first
shop for the sale of horseflesh in Lon,
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State. One can hardly pick up a daily
newspaper without reading of from one
to three cases of criminal abortion.
Laksiko, Peb. 15, 1879.
The event of the past week atLansyig There seems to be a growing aversion,
among women in high life, to the care
was the Republican
of chudren. Added to this is the fact
SENATORIALCAUCUS,
that thousands of young women are conheld in the Hall of the House, last gning their illegitimateoffspring to
Thursday evening. .The candidates, untimely graves.
VlfiltORlI FROM IOWA.
ex-Secretary ChafUl$Dr and ex-Gov.
>Tke architect, Superintendentand two
Bagley, had beefi
e grdtmd for of the Building Commissionersof the
some days, having quartersat the Lan- Iowa State Capitol are in Lansing insing House. Botk had used every exer- spectingthe finish and furniture of our

FROM THE STATE CAPITAL.

bn

tion to

make

Capitoh

votes. 'The Houlie was

crowded tfpori the occasion of the cau-

G.W.H.

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

by Mr. Donnelly, for a bureau of municipal
indebtedness,and to dlflue its powers and

duties; by Mr. Barnes, to amend the
law relative to levy and execution
U|ion growing and unharvested crops;
by Mr. Goebel,to amend the law relativeto taxation of the liquor traffic.,.. Bills passed: Relative to sum zoning jurors:relative to punishment of misdemeanors;relative to schooldistrictboards, definingthe number of month*
schools are to l>e taught, and raising money for
the same; relative to establishing right to care
and out tody of minor children in case of separation of husband and Wife
relative to appraisal of estates of deceased Persons.

THE BLEXNERHASSETTS.

ever before. Four million dollars,it is
estimated, will be paid for cutting, haulMdancliely Sequel ta U»« History of » Ouco
ing and stering, and at least six times
Olebnited Family*
that amount for marketing in spring
[From the CincinnatiEnquirer.]
and summer.
Maria P. Woodbridge,a resident of
Marietta, describes in Lippincotfa
Protecting Agriculture.'
Magazine the secret to some of the
Mr. President,I think I need go qo
moat romantic and painful events of further than this into the statistics of
which the West has been the theater.
our agriculture to satisfy every one that
'

Our readers generally know how Har- there is no more importantinterest to
mon Blennerhassottlived in ease on an us, nor any for the advancement of
Saturday, Feb. 15.— Senate.— Joint resolu- island in the Upper Ohio; how
tions were introduced:Amending theoonstitu- his wife was admired for her beauty and
kindness,and how her husband’s con- come to speak of particularsubjects
tion and fuereaeingthe salary of the Governor
from 11,000 to $2,500;asking an appropriation nection with Aaron Burr brought under the head of agriculturethat I
to construct a tiah t- house \t the mouth of ruin upon the family. The subsequent think ought to receive far greater atten-

Monestique river; to reorganizethe military
fortunes of the Blennerhasaefctsis less
forces of the State. . .A joint resolution passed
askirg the abolition of polygamy. .. .Hie elec- familiar to the public, and it is of them
tion of United States Senator Was made the spe- that the author has written. Mr. Blencial order for 8 b’clook Tuesday. . .A memorial
nerhassett joined Burr on the night of
was received from the General Assembly of
Dec. 10, 180G, to escape arrest.
the United States (Senate, their JfjiepdB | pea«:e; by Mr. MePpek, relative to fees of cer- Alabama,
____ _ protesting
______
, against
_
suit* by th*
He was followed by his wife a week
ist
municipalities....
oxtolling each in warm, earnest words; tun officereM>y.Mr. Moore, relative to purush- s United .fitatija , awdnst muntcin
_
___________ By Mr. Palmer, con- later. A party of drunken soldiers had
of .
This
biV relatfve' io' Justices courts;’ telafing I csTniUg^H^rby Mri Hewitt, relating to offonOCCUpied about
hours time. t0 annual meetingsof the Superannuated ! 8efl aVainst property;by Mr. Hine, to provide already taken possession of the house
There were 89 Republicans in the can- Preachers’ Aid Society of the Methodist f0r the paymeut ofinsurance to a mortgagee in and spread desolation all around. By
•
iChuroh;to amend the law re- i certain cases, to ara*nd the aot relative to sor
the 1st of January Mrs. Blennerhassett
cus. Two ballqtefjtfere teken,and
on Episcooal
latidg to courts held by Jdltf^ee of the Peace; ! vice prooossupo&inHurauoeoompaiiiesnot^nhad joined her husband. The Burr exthe second ballot Chandler had 69 vote*, to amend the law relating to replevin of beasts corooratedunder the laws of the '
!
orni^abla I peaitiooproved a failure aBd thoy went
Bagley 19, and Senator Palmer 1. The distrained ; io prohibit spearing or
fish' in
in 'Ucguac
utreams; by ___________
Mr. Patteraon,
to provide forre- | to Natchez. The husband was atrested,
Gcguac "lake
lake; to repeal
__r ___ _________
.
agony was thus over. A committee was ing fish
-oil nnnn Aho Ofttididwtes tbo act . fur the collection of damages huildiug and refurnish ng the State Noraav but acquitted.
then returned to
appointed to wait upon Ult
by defoctiT6 bridg08. ....A joint rose- i School building in case of loss or damage by fire;
the North, only again to be set at libinvite
to address tne 1 |ajjon WftH pained for the relief of Hiram A. 1 also, to provide for a commission to revise je
caucus. While waiting for the can- Sweet, of the Sturgis
statutes covering the levying and collecting of erty after several weeks’ confinement.
flood had added its
didates to come in, Congressmen-elect House — Bills were introduced:By Mr. | Uxes; by Mr. Shepard, to regulate tlie sale and Meanwhile

cus. Senator Palmer, of Detroit, presided, and Clerk Crossman, of the : Tuesday, Feb. 11.— Sen ate. -Bills introHotise, acted as Sec jetary. ^Chandler duced: By Mr. But, relative to registered
and Bagley were put in nomination for deeds, and regulatingduties of Justices of the
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from Congress than has hitherto
been accorded to them. Legislation
looking to the improvementof the methods of practical agriculture, by the application thereto of scientific knowledge, is of the first importance. It is
tion

the imperative duty of Congress to provide means wherewith scientificinvestigations on behalf of this particular interest can be most intelligentlyand

most thoroughlyprosecuted. The

ablest icientistswhose services cap bd
secured should be kept in employment
Ho
by the Government in this boundless
’field for useful inquiry and research. It
and
them
is a fact well known to all thirt every
a
crop in nstqre* iQ all fectioM Otrthe
effects to the vandalism of the country— notablv those of greatest
Horr, Hon. Sumner Howard* Judge Vfm , Noah; relative to. relief of poor debtor
to
1 addressed
‘-1J ---------- -- to------liahmeut pTopare
pTOpttnj a JS
\>iii to rtvfaetb*
rovfae tbs Tax Uws....
laws.;.. Bill* marauders, who had stripped the value, all cereals and1 vegetables, all
Zilp--and others
the audience* , imprisonment;
provide for the
pniilahmont
After a delay*1 of twenty minutes, Mr. of indecent assault; by Mr. Abbott,to provide
irovido a wore passed : Relative to cotWte
cotlVtsheld by Jus- house of its furniture and broken fruits grown in our orchards and garChandler was introduced to the people, tax upou dogs; by Mr. Noah to provide for the I tices of tho Peace; an act providing for the its window-frames to got possession of dens, of every name and variety and dethe leaden weights; his negroes had scription—have their natural eneiqies,
He thauked the caucus for the honor they
nju*«le Tta prscS oPmSciue j tajfwoXsfor Uie'mauufactureof
either been sold to • satisfy impatient some of which are climatic or atmoshad conferred upon him, and then pro- an(i 6Urgery in
! silver and other ores or minerals, and to fix
ceeded to review the record of the
Wednesday,Feb. ia— Senate.— Mr. Duffield bin duties and liabilitiesof HuchjxjrporaUons. creditors, or had escaped to the Ohio pheric, some dwelling in and upon the
ce
for
______
House. -Bills were introduced: «o mn- shore. The island itself was in the pos- soil, while yet others are germinated by,
publican p^rt^. Jde^ qpo|p
Introduceda joint refiolutionproposing amendsession of a Kentucky creditor, who de- in, or upon the very victims of their
manta to the’ constitutionr’elativ* to Justi- , Btmct a iwtlroadfrom
voted it to the cultivationof hemp. hostile assaults. Domestic animals are
Rv
B-anch,
Lapter
county,
and
from
Pontiac
to
John J. Baglej* wa^ text introduced,
There was nothing to do but to go back subject to diseases, some of which, Tintiui^ofH^n^lands for that purpose -/to revise to Natchez, where
_______Mr.
_ ________________
Blennerhassett der favorable conditions,become epifriends for their votes and kindness,and to highways ; by Mr. Moore, relating
•to the nuiversit; sod its branches;by •Mr.
bought
a
plantation.
This
he sold for demic, and entail ruin upon farmers
express Iris lOye. for, and allegiauee ,ttlIIlcl(
WttU1DUU ^
-----an act to authorize
and enPalmer, to am
ti,f taxation of shares of national or $27,000, after the War of 1812 had enp- throughout vast sections of our great
to, the. Republican party. 11^. speech , ©outage the formation of corporatiousto esBtate bonds; to establishthe Benton Har- pled all brandies of business. The
was well
; tablish rural cemeteries, and provide for the
agricultural States. Next to goou soil,
bor ship canal as a common highway
At 10
thfl ftiidionro tul- care and maintenance thereof ; by Mr. Tyler, and public navigable water: to cre- above sum paid his debts, but little good seed and faithful farm husband^,
At 1U.2U p,, m. the audience aa , to reped Rn act in rchrtionto life insurance
more. What remained of his island the chief essentialfor success in agrijourned, after which the usual amount comfanie8transacting business within this ate tho Twenty-secondJudical Circuit....
home
was burned by the accidental ig- culture i*j protectionof the products of
A
bill was passed: Relating to churches and
of hand-shaking was
State; by Mr. Lewis, to providefor the incorreligions societies ... .A resolutionfor the reVjiich it was the farm-41 use the term in its broadest
It is thought that the Democrats will i portion of Htato detective associations; by Mr- lief of Hiram A. Sweet, publishei of J/ic nition of the hbmn
Shepard, to repeal an act to prevent betting
stored.
Hetook
hiTImnytoNew
York, sense— from those enemies and diseases
Stimiis Journal, was passed..,..Bills were iny
j upon the result of any politicalnomination,aptroduced: By Mr. Van Fliet, to establi.-dia where he had a friend in his country- that on every hand beset them, and onr
O. M.
poiotnicnt or election: by Mr. Moore, for the
of commissioners of survey, and pre- man, Thomas Addis Emmet. He did
Of tliis city. He was their candidate purnose of providing for the examination,ad- board
Government can engage in no work
ftcnOe their duties; by Mr. McNabb, for the apnot succeed, however, in the practice of more landable or more useful to the
pointment of commissionersto preparea code of
for Governor last fall
a lawyer
law, which he now took up, nor was he whole country than by well-directed inby professionand quite
persons whore guardians have been appointed procedure to simplify and abridge practiceproceedingsin court; by Mr. Cottrell,to regu- more prosperousin Montreal, whither
vestigation and research to reduce the
The Greenbackers will probably nom- for said persons,
late the business of pawnbrokers;by Mr.
House.— One hundred and one petitions wore Griffv, to proscribe the manner of selling lease- he had removed at the recommendation annual loss by such causes. Take the
vnKFq w
presented ou various subjects.... Bills intro- hold ‘interest in lands on execution;by Mr. of his friend the Duke of Richmond, case of injurious insects alone, not to
'FI1
. , .I j ducod: Bv Mr. Turck, to amend the act creatthen Governor General. He had been speak of domestic pests, nor of those
of Detroit. He once represented yie
c<)inmiP(,jone,; by Mr.
promised a Judgeship on the occurrence that prey upon our timber and canse
Detroit districtin
I Granger, to amend the law relative to the sup
of the first vacancy, but none occurred. ships to sink and buildings to fall. The
port of poor persons by tho public; by Mr
His once lovely wife is described about damage inflicted upon our agriculture
j
|
this time as having M lost every vestige by the species that destroy our crops is
Of course Mr. Chandler will be chosen ti,0 iaw relative to killing of deer and fawns; ! managemenioi msauu
Senator for two years from the 4th of ; by
W. Hopkins, to amend the primary school ! Monday, Feb. 17. -Senate. -Bills intro- of her former elegance and beauty,” perfectly appalling to him who, never
though, when animated by conversation, having given the subject careful attenMarch uext He Las already served
eighteen years in the United States relative to courts aud certain judicialofficers;“^sion,
mcr.ir#y, w
uu^ the interesting expressionfor which she tion, enters for tho first time upon its
railroadpasses ; by Mr. Chamberlain, making was so remarkable would become notice- investigation. Three hundred millions
by Mr. lawyer, to amend tue act for the erec
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QIRLS’ INDUSTRIAL

s

o>

SCHOOL.

tion and maintenance of fish chutes; to

prom

an appropriationto the PioneerSociety of tho

amend

able.

\r- TTAn*-*t wtllJo RaHln Pronb the act in relationto primary schools;to au- State for tho years 1879 and 1880; to provide
As his law practice did not prosper,
Mr. Henry Willis, of Battle Creek, I tll0liz0 judg08 of prof,ateiu certain countiea safety to persons attendingpublic assembliwi;
by
Mr.
Moore,
to
amend
the
law
relative
to rail- 1 Mr. Blennerhassett tried to enforce a
who has been very active in starting the to appoint Registers; by Mr. Campbell, to
| reversionaryclaim to property in Iremovement for an IndustrialSchool for , amend the law relative to proceeding aguMt way companies.
House.— Bills and resolution*were intro- land, but was barred by tne statute of
Girls, has sent the following memorial
lnvJ ^’a'tive toCircuit’Courts; by Mr. Kuhn,
B Mr Catnpbol] to umeud the law limitations. Added to this was the
to Lansing, which throws some hght to authorizeproceeding againstgarnishees..
,.^1 * n.hilitina
upon the subject
A number of private bills of no general inter- ! relative to enforcement of individualliabilities grief which the dissipated habits of
of stockholdersin corporations;
to amend the Dominick, the oldest of their three
Tj the Legislature of Michigan
eat were passed.
As the question of the Girls’ Industrial and Thuusday. Feb. 13.— Senate,— Bills wore law relative to highways; by Mr. Hull^forfish sons, occasioned..The second was
chutes in dams; by Mr. Carpenter to .amend
To authorize.ho Warden of the Bute the highway laws; by Mr. Estabiook,removing amiable but helpless,while the third
plan I have advocated and still adhere to in 1 Prison to receive moneys duo or to become due causes from State to Federal courts; by was too young to be of any service.
regard to the former. In doing an mv object Up0n contract to construct a railroad from the Mr. Campbell, to amoud the law of fore- Finding it impossible to make a living
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closure of mortgage by advertisement ; to amend
the law relative to Justicesof Peace; by Mr.
Moulton, to amend the law relative to boards
of county canvassers; by Mr. McAllister,to
amend the law relative to rights of married
women; by Mr. Griffey, to amend the law relative to support and maintenance of poor persons; by Atr. McNabb, to amend tho law relative to notaries public; by Mr. Kuhn, to dis-

5?S4s?pi

in Montreal,Mrs. Blennerhassettvisited

her friends, the Emmets, in
in

becoming a public charge will be dimin ..... Bills mtrociueea: iJy
ish«i bv taking them from the towns, cities accuratelydetermine the
and
yet innocent
z„-d the
th^‘country
co.m.ry while
while yet
iuuoeen.of crime.
crime, . prevailing parties in suits -----though beset by temptationon every hand, and ! umrts; by Mr. Stephenson, anti
thus give them a home where industry, morali- ! Boards of Supervisors of several counties to
ty eoonomv and honesty shall bo inculcated, ! provide for the preservationand maintenance courage and suppress drunkenness; by Mr.
where the' science of cooking, Louse-work, ' of original section corners and quarter nosts as Kuhn to prevent and punish abortion; by
and everv industry pertaining to woman : surveyed and recorded by the original survey Mr. Yeoman*, making an appropriation
for
.

dailv

shall

'tauglht|Uaa? wel^^HTlms^branchS
; toeredf^by

rocommtmd ^Thaf TuUdillS of

^eDu^- ^^k^e

modorate^L amend the law

5
as

uMmnTtn VnrK oroclnco
nrW- fWtinmv Jcome in

improvements at tho State

assistant in Commodore Porter’s expedition then about to sail. He beprison at Jackson; haved so badly, however, that he was

Wte

ctection of

S

their

Dominick caused her fresh grief. He
had studied medicine, and she finally
obtained for him a position as surgeon’s
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‘relatingto tho action of

York,

friendly counsels, but the misconduct of
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1822. They cheered her by
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is given os a fair estimate of tho damage that has been done by insects in one
year.— Hon. A. S. Paddock, in the IT.
8. Senate.
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his fearful appetite for drink, and
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^edWm.oTLTwitha poor woman
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week. JJust as
us sE
to providefor the erection of a fire-proof buildwith intent to do bodily °harm
.Bills passed :
slieand her
a ii>K for the museura at the University of Miehi- i To reincorporatetho village of Brooklyn; to husband were starting for Montreal,
by Mr. Gonant. making an appropriation autl.orize surveying and estabbslung section(having discoveredthat there was no
:
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Longest Tunnel in tlie World.
common soldier.
St. Gothard tunnel is now the ,
. -His
. mother
. ,
House.— Bills were passed: Relating to ap- longest tunnel in the world, the length, j
hnu again. A menu oi .die
self-sustaining in a great measure, thus roliev- peaj8 1© the Supreme Court from Circuit Courts hored from both sides, reaching a total family afterward found him wandering
£
liraH0 Wruj”15 in clmuoery; rulatm to ap],r.i3do( e8Uto. of of 13,481 yards-twenty-three yards about New Orleans in rags. A position
as apothecary in a charity hospital was
Petitionsare coming in asking for the , warilH; amending the law relative to Justices of longer than the Mont Cems.s ^ ery
found for him, but he soon lelt for St.
abolition of
tlie l>caM-Billsintroduced: By Mr. Kurch, nearly 3,000 yards still remain to be exLouis, where he probably died unknown
TOWNSHIP 8UPEBIHTr.NDF.NCY
M^;
and uncared for. Meanwhile her husband
of common schools, claiming that tlie to amend the law concerning removal from i ^ tlie galleries are Italians. 1 hey work
was making desperate efforts to gain a
same is a failure. The present system office; by Mr. Lewis, to regulate fisheries in night and day in shifts of eight hours
livelihood. He went to England and
p
,>i* Mr. each,
and tl
their work is described as behas now been in force n earl-v four vears 8hore watera of La,ke
wi°higan; by
each, and
n in lorce nearly
Btevene, to prevent the release of P«r8<m8 ;
tp •
The heat is so nreat sought appointmentsin vain, and his
—long enough for a fair trial of *8 , charged with crime because of informalltiejiin ! jng ternely severe, i lie. neat is so great threat of publishing a book containing
merits or deficiencies. The trouble I procedures; by Mr. II W. Hopkins, to amend , that they can wear no clothes whatever,
scandalous revelations about a royal
with the township plan is that incom- hie law for the incorporationof villages, also They return to the mouth of the tunnel
personage nearly related to the King
patent and indifferent men have charge to araend u,(i UqnoT
streaming with perspiration, their faces
proved an equal failure. Mrs. Blennerof the exarai nation of teacher* Poor Republican Caucus. —A caucus of the Re- 1 are yellow and ghastly, they cannot bear
inspectors,of course, send out poor Pelican members of both houses was held in , the light of the snn, they walk with liassett published a little volume of her
own entitled “The Widow of the Rock,
teachers, and poor teachers curse the the ov<!uiu8> for the nomination of
| bent shoulders,an^ stagger as if carryand Other Poems.” but it was a failure.
State with a poor order of district state8Sonat°r to succeed Judge Christiancy. ; i„g burdena.tdoheavy for their strengtli.
schools. Tlie times demand live in- 8<iDator Farr nominated Zachariah Chandler, 1 They are neverthelesssaid to be cheer- Finally Mr. Blennerhaasett’s maiden
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vested for her at interest until she graduates.
I am convinced that tho institutionmay soon
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Epldemic Diseases..

The select committee of tho United
States Senate appointed to investigate
the best means of preventing the introduction and spread of epidemic diseases
in the United States report that
the committee held joint sessions with a
committee of the house appointedfor
the same purpose, and that the committee of the two houses in joint session appointed scientific experts to examine into certain branches of the subject. After detailingthe operations of
the experts and of the sub-committees
of tlie two houses sent to New Orleans
and Memphis, the report says
:

“From the testimony of eminent
medical men and the conclusions arrived at by the board of scientificexperts, after the fullest and most careful
investigationpossible within the short
time allowed, the committee strongly
incline to tho opinion that neither yellow fever nor cholera is indigenous to
any part of the United States, and that
tho great majority, if not all, of the
epidemics of these diseases with which
the country has suffered so greatly have
resulted from importation.
“ The committee are of the opinion
that the best and only certain means of
preventing the introduction of these
diseases from other countries is absolute
non-intercourse with ports where they
exist iu epidemic form during tho time
they exist ; and tho next best means of
prevention is a well-regulatednational
quarantine,strict in its requirements as
to the observance of all proper sanitary
measures at the port of departure by all
vessels sailing

from

infected ports,

and

equally strict in requirement and enforcement of all necessary inspections
of such vessels, their cargoes, passengers and crews, and the thorough disinsister gave them a home in England, fection of the same when necessary at
specters and competent teachers.
f7» »>“7though her means were but scanty. In the quarantine station before 4>eing
cannot afford to cnpple in any way our Hharts and Young. John J. Bagley was nom- j their hard lot without repining, and
1831 the husband died of paralysis on allowed to enter any port of the United
public-schoolsystem.
! inatod by Senator Cbamberlaio, followed by , save money.
the Island of Jersey. His wife, though States.
ILLUMINATING
SenaterOhildsandRepresentative 8. W. Hopkins.
'
Duel in a Ballroom.
“ While the committee is of opinion
mi
TT *
An informal ballot was taken, which resulted.
shattered by physical and mental ills,
This evening Prof. Kedzie, of the Chandler, 69; Bagley,19; Senator Palmer,-1:
Two young men, Samuel Tomlinson survived him eleven year*. Shortly be- that the enforcement of quarantine
Agricultural College, will aeuver his Bagley and Palm r were withdrawn, and Bag- and George McGregor, were present at
fore her death she revisited the United regulationsis important to prevent the
lecture on illuminatingoils, in the Hall loy’* friends moved to make Chandler’snomiuathe ball at Cedar Hill. In the ballroom States, and urged on Congress a claim introduction and spread of epidethin
of the House, before the members of the tion mammon*, which was carried
Friday, Feb, 11— Senate. —A. bUl wai were collected young Indies and gentle- for compensation for the damage done diseases,it is equally well satisfied of
Legislature. Some parties have great
passed making appropriationsfor curfent ex- men of the best society. Among the by the troops to the Ohio river prop- the importance of enforcing strictly the
faith in the professor’s knowledge on
penses of the State Normal School of $18,300. dancers was Miss Burdett, who was en- erty in 1806-7. The plea might have | most thorough local sanitary measures
such subjects, while others think he is
gaged to marry Tomlinson. Both Tom- been successful, but she died in New ! in every city and town that would pro.Billsand joint resolutions introduced : By
very impracticaland visionary.
Mr. ijkr, to amend the law relative to takins linson and McGregor claimed Miss Bur- York before it was granted. Harmon, tect the lives and promote the healtti of
CRIMINAL ABORTION.
private property for public use; also to amend dett for the next dance, and a quarrel the second son, had first studied law, its citizens.”
Mr. Kuhn, of Detroit, has introduced tlift Uw rehitivo to oponing <>( highways, streets arose, but McGregor triumphantlyled
but, failing in it, had become a portrait
a bill to prohibit wholesale child-murder and alley* by citiesand villages; by Mr. MoJames Calhoun, a brother of John
hiruy, ui provide for uniform and cheapci tho lady out on the floor. Tomlinson painter. He shared Ida elder brother’s
in the State ef Michigan by criminal H'i,,nr»ltext-books; by Mr. McPeek, to drew a pocket knife and attacked his habits, and sank as low as be. He died C. Calhoun, still lives near Hawkiusabortion. This is a very important and prevent tho admission of improper pernon* rival as he and the girl were swinging in the alms-house,on Blackwell’s island, ville, Ga. While hunting on House
mer,
vital matter, as the growing and damna- 1 iih» state Reform School; by Mr. Pal...™,
corners. McGregor also drew his knife, in 1854, it is supposed directly from the creek, in Wilcox county, the other day,
hie crime of ahort.on etrikeeat the very
and a terrible fight ensued. Both con- effectsof a bath, an unaccustomed thing his dog sniffed a strange animal, which,
root of all our social system, The ( for expenses of State officersand State Govern, testants were badly stabbed. Miss Bur- with him. Joseph Lewis, the youngest when caught, rolled over and over,
•crime, too, is not only prevalent among | nient, and providing a tax to defray>thesame, dett fainted. McGregor is fatally cut.
and only remaining son, was a lawyer in studied about in books of natural histhe lower elaasea dour people but H
-Dallas (Texas) letter.
Missouri, joined the Confederate service tory and thoroughly pierced with exfinds its way to to the so-called “upper- 1 izing the bounty of all soldiers who served in
and died near the close of the late war. clamation pointe, proved to the dumbten of society. We have reason to in the Unicn army during tlie War of tlie Re- Last fall many of the Southern States Thus ended the career of a family which founded Georgian to be nothing else
bellion and received honorab e discharge.
cured and put* by home-made bacon began life under the pleasantest circum- than a beaver. It weighed thirty-five
has damned her soul to all eternTtv
UOUSi-— 'oim resolutions io amenu me con- enough to last them until the next hogpounds and made a fine barbecue.
stances.
t
this
a“
relativ(l ^ «>nnty officers and relative
killing season. Bacon is the favorite
donftoTCtht ™tueVof tins '| Bills introduced: By Mr. Noah, for punish- meat for whites and blacks throughout This Ice Trade Journal says the cost In 1815 the average yield of wheat in
jrroxrimr sin
growing sin ought to find favor in the | ment 0f aggravated assaults; by Mr. Gould, to the South ; hitherto they had drawn it of harvestingthis winter’s ice crop in France was eleven bushels to the acre.
the United States will be larger than Now it ia fifteen.
eyes of all right-thinkingpeople in the | amend the law governingaction* for ejectments: chiefly from Ohio.
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tw'S/mrre-r curd

and cipher, but because the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

ledge. Their need

Saturday, February 22, 1879.

is

a personal matter

than with their need of boots

and

if

their

need was

all

and

erst

schools; but the state

Now

hats,

the state would

have no right to maintain even

new ralMerib-

na ten

---

ever before offered in the State of Michigan
at the

the interests of the whole body of the peo-

Anyone fending na twenty new tnb-

CHEAP CASH
STORE
OF ^
v' V

aorihert, with the eaah inadranoe, will

ple, see to it that its citizens have the
receive a Biokford Knitting Machine, means of reading their ballots and the
the ©oat of which i* 130.
laws of the land, and of informing them-

selves,

by

;

reading, concerning public

affairs. For this purpose

and upon this
right, and it

E.

ground only the slate has a
the

— No.

issue

is its duty to

maintain schools of elemen-

1, Volume 8, and henceforth the sub- tary instruction; beyond this the interest
of the state, which is only another name
scription price of4 he Hollaxd City
for the interest of the whole people, does
News will be fl.50 if paid in ad- not extend, and hence the right of the

vance, $1.75

paid

if

months

three

and $2.00

be strictly

adhered to.

Great Reduction
and

mitted at all, must logically convert the
state into a

commune, charged with
its

that the use of public

Homestead Rights to

tbet

money in the

gan.

French Colognes.

and Wood at Reasonable

Prices.

all kinds of Produce in Exchange. Railroad ties Wanted.

sup-

A very

New Orleans Sugars.

fine stock of

WOOL AJ7Q (BUFFALO LIJ7EQ BOOTS AT COST

in

Leavenworth,Kan., Feb.

19.—

OUT STOCK.

TO CLOSE

The

Michi- immigration to Kansas even this early in
the season is immense, and the immigrants

State of

Coffees, a good article of

Will take nearly

Settlers with it

the counties of Allegan, Ionia, Kent, Mus-

kegon and Ottawa, in

Boots and 'Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
cent Ten in the city* fllsOj & lexge line of Supers

people with all the

port ot free schools can be justified at all,
are Indebted to State Senator Farr aud at the point where the police necessity
for a copy of the Joint Resolution to aid ends, the right so to use public money ends

upon certain so-called Railroad Lands

,

in

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

We

in securing

!‘"'

the

official notification. meat to evening amusements.
In a word, it is only as a police measure

TH08I SAILBOAT LANDS.

' '

receive it isio offer a plea which, if ad-

in neighboring towns will please ac- desirable things of life, from butcher’s

above as

made

the best fifty

slate to tax for educationalpurposesends

Our friends, solicitorsand agents duly of furnishing

cept the

'

also-

if paid at six

do with previous contracts and will

"

- '

H-A-FllRXN" G-TOIT

*T_

months. here. To say that fullei; education than
These conditions have nothing to this will be of value to the persons who

later,

f

common

must protect itself

with the oash In edranoe, will repremia*, a fine new Sewing against the danger of an illiterate body of
citizens;it must, in its own interest, in

Commencing with

-------

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

is

ceive ea a

REDUCTION IN PRICE

.

-

with which the state has no more to do

TWO SPLENDID OFFERS.
Anyone ponding

GREENBACKS AT PAR.

state

needs that they shall have this know-

CHEAP;

Clothes Pins by the Box, or dozen,

Resdvsd, by the Senate and House of Rep are coming in by the hundreds.A large
resentsuifusof the State cf Michigan,That number of coaches will arrive to-morrow
our Senators in Congress be instructed and morning by the Chicago, Rock Island and

A very large and handsome stock of
our Representativesbe respectfullyreNotice .
Pacific railway, filled with land-seekers ready made clothing has just been received
quested to oppose any and all legislation
and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
by Congress conveying or confirming the from Indiana, Iowa and Illinois. It is
VTOTICB !• hereby given that the co-p»rtnerCash Store. Whole suits can be bought lv etalp hertoforc exUtln* between the undertitle of the United States in and to the so- probable that the number to be added to
there for prices which would formerly be algned, under the firm name of Pfansiiehl & Gripcalled railroad lands in the counties of Al- the population of Kansas this present year
wold, la this day dlwolvedby mntnal consent. A
asked for a single coal.
legan, Ionia, Kent, Muskegon and Ottawa
acconnti*with said Ann must be settled by Mr. P.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
will be greater thanks ever been known
Pfansliehl,who will continue the bueinesi*.
to any railroad company, corporation, inP. PFANSTIEHL,
dividual or individuals which shall not in in the history orlUftlttfe. Vhe immigraZ. L. GRISWOLD.
All
kinds of fresh Taffy at
express terms reserve homestead rights to tion last year was very heavy, but that of
Dated, Holland, Feb. 3d, 18T9.
l-4w
PESSINK
BROS.
all persons who have been actual residents
this year will exceed it by many thouupon any of said lands two or more years.
business yon can engage
In. $.Mo $20
engi
sands, and the number ot acres of land
worker ol either
Resolved,That bis excellency, the GovDeaths.
own localities. Parernor, be respectfully requested to trans- which will be taken can hardly be comticnlarsand samples worth $5 free. Improve your
mit a copy of this resolution to each of our puted.
time at this business. Address Stinson &
GILMORE— In Manito, III., on Thursday. Keb. 13, spare
Co.. Portland,
3-ly
Senators and Representatives in Congress.
1879. Frank Edwin Gilmoro, aged 8 years, 2 weeks
The owner of a steam sawmill in NevaThe Allegan Democrat says, “the resolu-

Dissolution

LOCKS ! LOCKS

!

HEW LOCKS!

II

^

QrOT

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

Maine.

and 6 days.

tions would have been

had

all right if they

da was

until lately a

member of

requested the Congress of the United dist church, from which he was expelled,

States to vest homestead rights in all actu- as he says, to gratify the personal spite of

and not to grant the lands to the pastor. He resolved to hold religious
any defunct railroad company nor the services of his own, and, to make them
State of Michigan for any such railroad effective, he obtaineda powerful calliope,
company. The question of these lands and attached it to the steam boiler of his
has no party significance now, and in the mill. Ou Sundays, the voice of the Methinterest of the whole people we demand odist preacheris drowned by the sound of
to know why these lands should be granted the calliope,as it screeches "The Sweet
to a bankrupt, defunct railroad company By and By,” and other Moody and Sankey
that has forfeited its charter, never built a tunes. The clergymanhas applied to a
al settlers,

having been made In the conditions
of an Indenture of mortgage, dated, ac
knowledged and delivered, on the twenty-sixth
day of March. A. D. 1877, by Jacob Van de
Hoovaart,of the city of Chicago. Illinois, ’o
the
iry Westveer,
west veer, ol
oi the
tne same place, recorded in
|)OONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in a’.l kinds of Henry
lends, of Ottawa
!glst( of b.
Meat. Pays the highestprice for cattle. the office of the Register
County,
Michigan,
tn
Liber No. 55 of mortgages, on
Zeeland. Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
page five hundred, on tho
io th
thirtieth day of
igned by Henry WestMarch, A. D. 1877, and assigned
Just Received at
x. A
A. D. 1878. by
veer, on the ninth day of December,'
an Instrumentin writing, to Gerrit A. Honing,of
the city of Holland, Michigan. The assignment
of said mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
January, A. D. 1879, recorded in the office ot the
(next door to P. 4 A. Steketee,) a full stock of
Register ol Deeds, of Ottawa county, Michigan, in
Liber No. 4 of tnorUnges,on page four hundred
Stoiet, Sin, k!s, Locks, Silts, Unites Folks, and thirty-eight. Whereas, there is now due and
ni paid at the date of this notice, one hundred anu

Dew

now

Michigan, as

is

vested in the State of

proposed,it

will result in

vesting the land in lobbyists and dead
beats, because the State of

by

already

Michigan has

its authority, for

some myster-

ious reason, vested the land in a fictitious,

played out railroad company, represented
by a ring of just such creatures as we have

named, and the State cau acquire no
against

them. This

title

ring, have got their

bill as far as the Senate, where we hope Sen-

ator Ferry will see that
It is a steal,

and wo

it

goes

no

erly laid on the perpetrators if
mitted to succeed.

["So say we

farther.

will see that it is prop-

all of

us.”

it

is per-

\

^drertisemfnts.

O

Mich.

J.K.

)

AND FARMERS’ TOOLS,

still

is

WROUGHT

colleges,high schools and technical
schools. The plea that education of any
kind
ents

Is

a thing to he desired by its recipi-

no

is

plea at all, unless

pared to carry

it

socialist*.

The broad

out to

its

we

arc pre-

logical result io

Just received a new stock of cigars and

2-lw
Now

that

5 cebt cigars in

“CASE” WIERSEMA.

we

are having changeable
to remember the
Cough Mixture, the

cold” you will do well

GERRIT A. HONING,

GEO.

L.

BRUNER

tem to

rest, but no

state-supported schools of a higher kind.

We may

and must maintain free common

schools, not because a knowledge of reading, writing

and

prosper in
knowledge is of value
receive

it.

but

to the

persons who

because .t.te needs

thut

"CASE” WIERSEMA.

-

,

Facti.

!
Close

feeling,

fllfl at„,o

P.

& A. STEKETEE.

to

LIST.

•*

1

.......

...... 1-88

•*

c.ill

new

new

fine Dress Goods,
Spring Styles.

lot of

Skirts, Balmorals.Sheetings—bleached and unbleached-inendless variety.

ALSO—

ihe
An immense lot

of Flannels, In all colors,and of
differentprices.

*

m

25

take JJjqq COISGuS iOP

m
CGlltS
t

HOP BITTERS.
If you are a man of leiters, toilingover your mid- A large stock of
night work to restore brain and nerve wast, take

’

A

HOB BITIEBS.

BOOTS. SHOES and
GOODS, also

RUBBER

complete line of Groceries, which are

always kept fresh by continual ar-

you are young, and suffering from any ludis-

If

rival. Dobbins’ and other first-

c etiou or dissipation, take

Whoever you

BIT TEBS.

wherever yon arc, whenever you
Clover and Timothy Seeds always on hand.
feel that your system need, cleansing, toning
or stimulating, withont intoxicating,take
A Good Cigar for 5 cenls, etc., etc. at
are,

P. & A.

Holland. Feb.

8,

STEKETEE,

1879.

HOB BITTEBtS.

GEO.
1-lSw

you are simply ailing, arc weak and low spirited
try it! Buy It. Insist upon it. \our
druggist keeps it.

It

may save yoor

L.

BRUNER.

Holland, Mich.

life, It has saved hundreds.
49-tf

r

Dissolution Notice.
\TOTICE

v*°

«
,

hereby given that the co-partnership
ii heretofore existing betweenthe undersigned,
under the firm name of Rabbkrs 4 Bhinknan.
_ .gAll ac.
is th today dissolved by mutnal consent,
coaotawlth
Dta'wftkisaid
--- firm must be settled by tho new
firm— Brinkman 4 Kanms-who will continue the
same business aa heretofore.

o

s

Is

_

M

“

H. M. BRINKMAN.
Ziilamd. Ottawa Co., Mich., January 17, 1879.

week

50

4w

your own towli. $3 outfit free,
Reader. If you want a business
' at
persons oi cither sex can make
great pay all the time they work, write for particu
lars to II. IIallbtt4 Co., Portland, Maine.
In

risk.
$66* which
..o

so,

......

O RABBERS,

and see samples at

the factory.

will nrMu*nkiv tw.niri. l‘»ving abundance of health, sunshine ami

uluch tbe stste will presen.ly require l(Wy c1,cek, |D lheni. None need suffer if
them to perforin. It is not because they they will use them freely. They coal but
need to know how to read and write a trifle. See another column.

A

STS.

No. 1 Carpet .............. $3-50 per doz.
••
.............. 2.25
"
••
•• ............. 2.00
"

gives the operatives palld
appetite,
blood, inactive liver,

largo line of new Spring Style Calicoes and a
splendidlot of Ginghams, also

—

Att'ys for Assignee qf Mortgage.

you are a man of business, weakenedby
strain of your duties,avoid stimulants and

If

Parlor ..............

careful

A

HOP BITTERS.

PRICE

means |.(,|p unless they get out doors or use
of informing themselves in order that Hop Bitters,made of the purest and best
Please
they may perform intelligentlythe duties ‘,r remedies, and especially for such cases

all its future citizens shall have the

MEL1S.

Just received at

HOP BITTERS.

U “
"
• —
---g
"
Factory
" 1
3-35 ‘‘ “
2 " ............. 2.00 *' "
confinement,
attention
"
Common
work,
2
"
l.W “ “
poor
languid,miserable
“8
••
1.50 "
poor
kidneys
4 •*
1.25 " "
1.00 " "
^ £!. » 5 «

men to all factory
business; not because this j faces,
arithmetic kelps

If

Wire, Twine and Brush.

cor. Halsteadand Harrison sirs, Chicago,

2-lw

C.

Have yon dyspepsia, kidney or arinarv complaint,
disease of the stomach,bowels, blood, liver, or
nerves? You will be cured If you take

school sys- in the city, at

room whatever for

M3w

Manufacturerand dealer In

SEVENTH AND FISH

common

Howard 4 McBride

HOB

Office and Manufactoryou the Corner of

for the

Assignee of Mortgaoe.

best in the market for coughs, colds, asth-

power to use
and is for sale at Scbouten & West veer's
money for the good of Individuals, drugstore. Price 50 cts. and $1. 8fi-6m
however many they may be, but only for
The finest and freshestoyster cracker
the good of the state. Upon this ground
room

Best.

HOP BITTERS.

public

Is

and

29-ly WM.
SPRING GOODS

ciasB Soaps in large quantities.
all the effects of youthful Indiscretion,will for
the aake of suffering humanity, send free to all
who need it, the recipe and direction for making
the simple remedy by which he was cured. SufIf you are married or single,young or old, sufferOrugei ui Leoeu freii from lie Weil Met,
ferers wishing to profit by the advertiser's expering from poor health or ianguishlng on a
ieuce cau do so by addressing in perfectconfidence,
bed of sickness, take
JOHN B. OGDEN, 42 Cedar St., New York.
Our 40 cts. Tea beats everything.
l-*$w

state has r.o right and no just

there

The Newest, Strongest,

thirty-eight(33) in the city (late village) of Holland,
in tho County
ounty of Ottawa, State of Michigan, acording to the recorded map or said city.
Dated, Holland, Mich., February18, A. D. 1879.

Buffered for veara from
Nervoua DEBIL11 Y. PRKMATUfiE DECAY

A
and

weather, and almost everybody lias a “bad

virtue of Macalister’a

!

CANT-HOOKS.

numbered seventeen (17). In block numbered

ERRORS OF YOUTH.
A GENTLEMAN who

Additional peal

ma, spitting of blood, influenza, whoopupon which our ing cough, and all diseases of the throat
this: That the right to
and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,

tax extends only to public uses; that the

-

Come

see them.

principle

system rests is

Cant Hooks

A new

the state of free public kitchens and free the city, called the P. O’s at
clothing shops than for the support of free

Place

Opposite the Post-Office.

GALVANIZED

whom

many

reason for the maintenance by candies,— one of the best

better

Remember the

We

0.

of reasoningis sound, there

operation.

Mrs.

BABBITT METAL.

ought lo furnish It.
Many other things are desirable ; and if

cheerfully show the goods
and explain their

Carpenters’,Masons',

skirts,completely dragging them down.
It is high time Something to support ladies’ clothing Is

therefore the state

Come and examine. We will

______

thirty eight dollaisfor principal amt Interest,also
ten dollars ns an attorney fee provided for In said
mortgage, If proceeding’s are taken to loreclose
—
ALSO—
the same, and no suit at law or lu chancery having
Sunday for sacred music is legal. The
Triple Plated Silver,German Slver, Brittanla,Al- been instituted to recover the debt, secured by
question has been carried to a higher
said
mortgage, or any part thereof; Notice is hertbu
bata, Star Steel. Table and Teaspoons.
given, that by virtue of the powerof sale contained
court.
In suld mortgage and the statute in such case made
Potts' Polishing Irons.
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so mrtch
Businessfor Ladiei.
rial, Bail, loan, Sunare, Hoop Iroi, iMill Files thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the amount
due on said mortgage,lor principaland interest,
at Wholesale Rates.
Our attention has been called to a new
said attorney 'a fee and the cost and expensesof
advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed ny la*, at
articlefor the use of ladies,the invention Machine and Carriage Bolts. Nuts.Washers.Rivets,
public auction or vendue, to the highest bidder, on
Wagon Skeins. Seat Springs, Drag Teeth. Toe- Monday* the nineteenth day of May* A.
of which has conferred an everlasting blescalks. Horseshoes, and Nalls, Stake Rings,
D. 1819* al one o’clock in the afternoon of said
sing upon every lady.
refer to the
Ferrules, Cockeyes,Whiffle-tree Clips,
day, at the front door of the Court House In the city
Etc., Etc.. Etc.
of Grand Haven, Ottawaconnty,Michigan.lthat beQueen City skirl suspenders for supporting
ing the place of holding the Circuit Court for the
ladies’ skirts, the most desirable and beneand
Pipe, Globe said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan).
Valves,
Wellpolnts,
and
their
fittings.
The premises to be sold are described In said mortficial article ever inventedlor the relief of
gage as follows, to wit: All that certain piece or
women,
of
have suffered
parcel of land, situate in the city of Holland. In the
Double
Ender.
kind
of
file
for
years of miserable health caused solely by
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
Carpenters, and others.
and
carrying the weight of a number of heavy
describedas follows, to-wit: the west half of lot

schools and colleges Is in itself desirable,

Knob Shank Mortice Lock.

KLEYN

absolutely necessary. These suspenders Patent Firebacks at 55 cents.
that this question was settled.—Ed.]
are recommended by our leading physicians to all ladies and young girls. Every
THE PRINCIPLE UPON WHICH ALL
lady should have them. They are sold
only through lady agents. A splendid op- Tin and Copperware made aud repaired to Order.
STATE EDUCATION RESTS.
portunity to some reliablelady canvasser
Clover, Timothy aud Garden seeds on
Let us suggest that principle again, says of this county to secure the agency of n
the N. Y. Eve. Post, therefore,for the ben- pleasant and profitable business. For hand.
terms and territory write at once to the
Thankful for past favors, I shall enefit of all writers and speakers who argue
Queen City Suspender Company, 278 deavor to serve my customers, to their
that because the information which is to Clark Street,Cincinnati,
1— 2w
satisfactionat the lowest rates. 1-tf
be gained in high schools, technical

this course

are, or anticipate
to build, to our Stationary

1

_

call the attention of the

public, who

pvteFAULT

road whithin a hundred miles of the land, Justice’s court for relief, but the Magisand that to day has no legal existence?If trate rules that the use of the calliope on
this land is

Mortgage Sale.

a Metho-

We

o!! 5

SOLD BY
H.

MEYER
DEALERS

4 CO.,
IN

Ftnilue, Coin, Imi Mite, Sit
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND, MIC!!.
4S-lv

A Large and Fine

j-

StiiAsni'lift is

lotting
it
1$
do openjwiuter.

isatill

It

now

The European

begirt with revolving

damaged $3,000 by

ironclad towers.

_

Mr. A. C. Rosenraad, one

has gotw.iiie

new Maple

Don’t

Religious services will be held

We

in

Rev. E. W. Flower.

The

notice from the Muskegon papers

that Mrs. A. Cloeting is lying dangerously

neat

is beaten,— Perpetual mo*

tion asaured— the snow is falling perpetu-

we go

drug

little

Lansing. We have not
Where is it?

received

our card yet.

Every

consequenceof the scarcity of grass.

in

The

public spirited citizen of Holland

aged seventy-one, dropped dead Feb.

Machinery Hall, on the

barn of Mr. C. Blom, at Zeeland,

at the school house on Monday evening. snow, a few weeks ago, is
have received

a

copy

Governor’s

of

than ever before.

Message, printed in the Dutch language

'

nard.

E. P. Ferry, Esq.,

of the Grand Rapids bland-

at the office

'

,

rebuilt,

in

Utah

-

CANDIES,

Holland.
The

_ ^ ___

senate chamber

Washington

in

the capitol

paper proposes to print

the speeches of the

to see him at Washington— the cold-tea
dealer in the basement, of the capitol.

__

provided.

Eggs.

Give me a

sing he had the pleasure

to see

and

Dr. Reynolds, (the temperance

now

declares that the republic

and

accordance with views

--

tbntWednesday
g.j.

last for

Just ns we go to press we learn

days ago

at Pella, Iowa,

and that

few

a

bis

gan County

grocery store, which

drug

abusing his wile “ for
was 8ent ,0 Alle.

„ He

)a8t

Oggel, a son of Dirk Oggel, died

re-

siding near Hamilton, was arrested on

expediency.

new

set of

store.

is

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East

---

-

The

magazines for March are

Scribner, Lippincott

and

at

<

FFLOFILIlETOiR.. •
Specialty.
Thl* new store will keep a full supply of the best

and

Mim

band. jealous of some of his nobility,ordered

St. Nicholas, all

fluest

D R

Prftitries, Toilet Molt, Ciprt,

Writing Material, Snuff,

telegraph.The King of Burmab, being

will be brought to Zeeland lor interment^

of Kruisenga’s Store.

next to Mr. Blok’s

Calcutta under date cf Thursday last by

body

Of the neatest *ty1e* and be*t qualitle*whteh
effer cheaper than anybedy elie.

Dr.E.A.Schouten, Makes Custom Work

A frightful massacre is reported from

jail for fifteen days.

WARD

FIRST

new postmasterat

boxes for the accommodation of the pub-

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

48-3m

lic. The postofflee, however, is in his
A farmer by the name of L. Hoyt,

continue to act in
of

H. Keitel, the

Zeeland is last getting ready a

lecturer),

new Senator— Zuch Chandler.

also the

established;but Republicans must

resist impatiente,

ter

is

Mr.

bear

IN

Boots and Shoes

Call.

long pending revenue bill was got

that the subscription price of this the tax on friction matches retained.
Grand Rapids; so says Steamship Ticket
paper is lowered to $1.50 for those who
Agent Van Leeuweu, of Grand Rapids.
During lawyer Ort’s recent trip to Lanpay in advance, the clubbing rate with

Gambetta

& Fresh

Choice Butter

Now

Chicago Weekly Newt Is $2.00.

HEROLD.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER

A large number of immigrants are expected
from Holland this spring. They
through the senate, on Tuesday last, with
the tobacco tax fixed at sixteen cents and intend to settle in the Colony and about
The

K.

1877.

1,

alway on hand.

atrocities of

mazoo College the other day.

al-

"

Holland, Mich., Sept.

Fresh Oysters ami Sweet Cider

Aldermen just as they

are delivered, including the

in Grand Haven, having fully

JSEE US.

I am now selling the How* bewln* Machine,
and will henceforth keep It for •*!• at my More
Peddlingmachine* with wagon* hn« been aboliehe*
for the simple reason that tha prices of macblnei
ie too low to admit of any expense In that way
Eating Call In and get bargains.

Centcnial

broke his left leg while wrestling at Kala-

is to be lighted by electricity,

the necessaryapparatus having been
ready

at

CALLED

R JapRIl Tea Rt 40 Ct8.
cann0t be SUrpOSSed.

at Philadelphia,

A Brooklyn

has been living

o

A Complete r wrtment of Chlldrea’* iiid Infwt*’
vhoce for fall and winter,and* full line «f
Ladles’ and tientleman’a wear.

CIGA(RSand T0(BAGG0S.
of^
J
13.

grammar and logic.
Married.— On Monday last, before recovered his health.
Justice H. D. Post, Mr. II. Kenyon to
•i Horace Brownell, aged 15 years, son Zach Chandler, the sweet swigger of
Miss Mary Fuller, both of the Township,
i).of Mr. Charles Brownell, of Hamilton, Michigan, will find at least one man glad
of

-

of

which originally Also a nice lot of Cooking and
Apples, Potatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
better cost $800,000, was sold at auction on Satand all kind* of Vegetables.
urday for $24,000.
Grounds

some months past, has returned

home

to his

-

for

who

a fine lot

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

The heavy fall of snow in Nebraska Timothy Fletcher, an old resident
causes a fear that many cattle will perish Grand Haven, and well known ip this city,

is expected to attend the public meeting which was crushed down by the weight of

Wk

to 30 cents.

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.
have on hand

I

in 2,790 quarter hours.

and shelled corn

at

OROCERIES. E. HEROLD,

completed her walk of 2,790 quarter mlleg

stores,who are at present

Rapids, on Sunday last.

to pretty

JutU received

One door we*t of Bo*man. where can be found
a complete *t<»ck of

At Washington, Feb. 18, Mrs. Marshall

village of Zeeland can boast of two

& SHOES
AXjBER/S, SOOTS
—
-

J.

Rev. Dr. Phelps preached in the First
Since our first side was struck we
Reformed Church of the City of Grand learned that wheal has risen to 85 cents,

Mr. Felix J. Ort, has Just returned from
a trip to

month.

slates already.

doing a good business.

ally as

this

to Inform the cltir.ens of Holland and
vicinity that he ha* removed hi* atock of
GROCERIES in the Jewelry *tore of

Thk Spring elections are drawing near.
by We have heard of the making of two

--

--

house on Monday evening.

Klootwuk

Peru

will sail for

— OF—*

Wishes

Washing*

in

Grace

(Episcopal) church on Sunday evening,

public meeting

fail to attend the

and

ton,

is

KOimtG iETETW stock:

G. A.

Feb. 15.

Syrup

for sale !

at the school

fire,

Muskegon, was

Ex Senator Chrisliancy

of Zeeland’s

oldest settlers is lying dangerouslyill.

Who

hotel, at

And the

fluest

K.

VAN RAALTE.

THE WORLD’S BALM.
DR. L. D. WRYBURN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
OTA remedy nied Thirty fin part In a private
practice,and never fallingto radicallycure

assortmentof

eighty eight of them slain, including two
splendidlyfilled with interesting reading princes and tbeir entire families.
dy is as popular as it is good, was in town
matter and beautiful illustrations. See reDropsy, Eryelpela*, Scrofula, Secondary Syphlll*.
on Friday last, reported doing a good bus(for Medicinaluse only,)
Gravel, Dlabetea, and all dUeasc* In which the
A steamboat captain has invented
marks on first page. H. D. Post sells
blood I* Implicated, la now offered to the uubllc.
iness and sold all the stock be bud with
And almost everything else belonging In a well
an
aparatus
for
steering
steam
vessels
by
Sold by all Retail Drotgttf*. and (wholosarootily)
them.
stockeddrug store.
THK WEYBURN MKlJlClNB CO. P. O. Box
_
the use of a simple lever. A boy may
338, Rochester, N.
, l-Mw
The weather has been cold during the handle the longest ship with the utmost The above Arm are the menufactarera ot DR.
On Thursday last the scholars of the)
past week, and several small doses of snow ease. The captain predicts that his disSC ROUTE N ’8
public school at Zeeland were treated to a
have made the sleigbing the best of the covery will revolutionize the art of guidfine sleighride,and found a splendidmeal
ANTI-SOUS
EXPECTORANTPILLS
winter, and the amount of logs, holts,
ing steam vessels.
and refreshmentsawaiting them in they
A-IsTH)
Can be made by examining the large
school room on their
/ staves, wood, bark, etc, that is being
new »tock of
Hanged the wrong man. How often Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
hauled is amazing.

Wines & Liquors, RHEUMATISM,

Mr. Caryl, whose famous Cough Can-

them.

Y.

Money! Money!!

m

return.

_ ^

,

W.

II. Parks, Esq.,

was

^

suddenly

—

t

it

List of letters remaining in

stricken down by a stroke of paralysis on

the Post

make no mistake, use the “AmerCough Cure” the most speedy, cer-

occurs,

ican

night.

Prescription*carefully compound at

hour*,
30-ly

all

FURNITURE

Which I have uurchaaed lower than eve
been office t Holland, Mich., Feb. 20th, 1879: tain, and effectualcure for Coughs, Colds,
will aell cheaper titan ever before.
despaired of most of the time since. At Miss Ida Davis, 11. J. Blye, J. B. Griffin, and Consumption. It never falls. Price
A FULL LINK OF CARPETS, FROM THE
ibis hour of writing, however, he is somey Mrs. Melinda Osborne, Ben. Mursar, Mary 50 cents. Sold by T. E. Annis & Co.,
. CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
rpHE following dcecrlbcdLot* In, the City of
Holland, I will *cll at the following price*.
Ann Bensinger, C. M. Wilford.
Druggists, Holland, Michigan.
what better.
Lot
not h,
fl, jjiock
Block F,, Lot
i,oi o, Block
niocK u,
G, We*t
we*i nAddition
bunion $176
Wm. Vrrbkek, P. M.
Coma and toe tha goods and aaoartein
Lot IS, Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South Wc*t
The Second Reformed church of Grand
prices before on purchase.
Additionalcases of cattle disease have inch;
Addition 8173 each. Lot* 1, 2,
1, 6 &
In Block
rmed hum found in N. Y. city and Brooklyn. ‘26. a* orgunirud plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
Rapids will soon place an illuminated
From Ashland, Wis. we are informed
$ ii') each, except Lot* 1 <fe 2 which are $.KNi each.
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
il»ber rfji
frescoed panel, containing the Ten Com- that the Chippewa Indians, to the number
far Herald says: “ Our cattle trade has
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$125each. The
Friday evening last, and

day or

bis life has

FOR SALE.

1

,

r

8,

3.

mandments, on the wall
pulpit, Mr. B.

in the rear of the

Van Doan having left a

leg-

acy of $100 for that purpose.

Mr.

Van Eknbnnaam’s hotel at

ment in

will be sold for a small payment down. Also
iiosj^r bee
of nearly four hundred, have just clos
been injured,we believe, by those who above
the following Lots a, 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14, In Block
ilbsay should
8]10
tbeir annual temperance dance, a
have had the greatest interest in E. Lots 2, 4. 6 and i in Block H. The above will
he sold on long credit and small payments down.
dians taking
lak
season recently established.The
care of it, and the disease, so far us

who used to stagger and
Zee-

land, has undergone considerable improve-

fl

streets, get

yell

through our

drunk no more.

it

Apply to,
M.D. HOWARD.

exists in cattle here, is produced by the

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail.

Bedroom

Setts

and Parlor

Setts,

barbarous treatment of cattle in transit.”

and Caskets

Coffins

Wanted,

always

management since our lust
Bur two locks of George Washington’s
A buried forest has been discovered in
on hand.
visit. Ills carried on more In a cosmo- hair are known to be in existence. One is
the valley of the Fulda, in the neighborA
FIRST-CIa** Improved farm, containing about
politan style than before, and the tables owned and kept in a golden urn by the
'hood of Rotteuburg. Two or three hun- /V 80 or 140 acre* of land, situated within reach
are ably atteuded to by bis daughters.
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, and the dred trees— oaks for the most part— were of HoIIhiuICity a* a market, For particular*,lu- Fair dealing can be relief on.
quire of
other has just been presented to Lodge No.
ll. A. 8CHOUTEN, M. D.
While I thank tho public for their patronageof
found covered up in the bed of tB^river,
Mr. S. Brouwers, formerly a partner
at the DruuBtore,Holland, Mich.
the past, I hope to merit and *ollc!ta liberal ihare
4, A. F. and A. M., of Richmond, which
six to nine feet below the surface, and exol It for the future.
in the liquor business with Mr. J. Busquet,
is the lodge in which Washington was Intending over an area of about thirty miles.
its

1870. Price Reduced. $1.50

in the village of Zeeland, has branched

itiated.

The

out for himself, rented the store formerly

occupied by Mr. A. BoIks
fitted it

up

lor a

&

Bro. and

Among

are large and the wood, which

is in an excellent state of preservation, al-

Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, in

saloon. He reports doing session at Jackson, has elected the followf

good business.

a

The

trees

though quite black, is well adapted

for

W.
W.
W.
W.

JOHN

L.

etc.

Hollahi),May

15.,

8.

KK1DSEMA.

1878.

cenU

for a specimen copy and Premlura-LI*t. Subscribe now, and get la«t number of tbi* year FREE,

G. M.— J. M. Serros*. of Marshall.
Frederick Vanderbilt, grandson of
G. D. M.-E. G. D. Holden, of Gr. Rapid*.
the
late Commodore, and son of William
O. W — A. Fcrgu*on, of Eaat Saginaw.
G. flec'y.— E. H. Whitney,of Laming.
G. Ti ear— Beniamin Vernor, of Detroit. H., was privately married a few days ago
W. G. Rep. to G. L. U. 8.-E. II. Thompeon. to the divorced wife of his cousin, a lady
W. G. M.— 1. C. Hathaway, Ionia.

M.
K.
R.
R.
R.
R.

etc.,

1 MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOB YOUNGEST SEADEBS.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Send 10

purposesof ornamentation.

ing Grand Officers for the ensuing year:

our rambles through the village

THE NURSERY,

N. B. Call and tee a most beauiifalvarietyo
Camp Chair*, ornament*,plctnre frames, bracketa

TO

CONSUMPTIVES.

8HOREY,

The advertiser,having been permanently cored
Bromfleld Street.Boston, Mas*. of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy,!* anxiousto make known to bia fellowsufferer*the means of cure. To all who desire It,
mill, which was running to its fullest cahe will lend a copy of the prescription used, (free
!
pacity, night and day. Mr. J. den Herof charge,) with the direction* for preparing and
whose maiden
in full is Louisa The undersigned, an old and retired physician, n«Ine tne tame, which they will and a eore core
der has fitted up a neat little office in the
having been permanently cured of the much for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
have heroines among us, but we do Holmes Anthony. It seems that young dreaded
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
store of Mr. P. Brusse, in which he carries
dleeaw CONSUMPTION, by a simple
not appreciate them. While the pedestrian Vanderbilt 1ms taken this step in direct remedy. Is anxious to make known to hie fellow- address,
on a private banking business.
sufferer*the mean* of cure. To all who deiire It.
mania lasts, the
who can do the opposition to bis father’s wishes, but as he will *end a copy of the prescription used, FREE
l-»w
The first wine made from oranges has most unnatural thing, and live, is the the boy fell heir to $2,000,000,left him by OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
using the same, which will be found a *ure cute for
just made its appearancein the market of
the
departed
grandsire,
on
his
21st
birthof the hour. The
Coruvmptlon, Catarrh. Bronchitis, Asthma, tferValencia. Four kinds have been pro- docs the most natural thing, and dies, is day, he is not likely to feel alarmed as to vousnett.Ac., Ac,, Ac, Address with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockyllle, Ont.

of Zeeland we wandered Into their

grist

8fl

W

CONSUMPTION CURED

name

We

woman

woman

duced, one of

them

a sparkling wine

woman who

soon iorgotten.There

is

no prize offered the fqture. A young

They are all said to be of an attractive on earth for the mother who can

an

odor, perfectlyclear, of

agreeable

sit

up

000

holic strength of about fifteen per cent

mother

ful of little children. But

belts are waiting for
land.

however,appointedthe 5th day of March,

—

accom-

such a thing

Joslin&Breyman, H.

Veen &

Our

city

was

visited

on Thursday by a

waukee connected with certain iron

better

ests, with a

Go’s Stave

a

facto-

view

InI opening im.
this .iwre
store we
we uycii
open the
me finest and
largestjTwnfli
Furniture store in Ottawa Co., "
and resovetfally invite
old enstomera
.nvlte our
o-. .....
— — ---- to
— com*
- and
--- c-ie our atock of goods, consisting of the finest
amine
ifni
and beat kinds of furniture to the cheapest, jnrindingall the late.tstyle*, inch as East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

of ascertainingthe ad-

.......

furnace. They were received by

a

com-

March with a
larger supply of stave bolts than ever be- and the forenoonwas spent in examining
fore. On Monday last they received 50 the several sites along Black Lake, and

for the

same purpose

sieigh loads ol bolls, besides what they re- their feasibilityfor connectionwith the
It seems from the papers that the Nau- ceived by rail. Some days the receipto of Chicago and West Michigan Railroad.
gatuck people feel slighted and mad about bolts run up to sixty sleigh loads. Con- The site west of the city on the unplatted

Jewelers,

region.

Why

it is,

a

men

that

good

to

to handle them in the yards, it is fair

employed during

Targe sums, and Holland and Saugatuck

their

supply of

mention

the scheme with tho natural advantages
of Holland were practicallydiscussed and

this to*

what we presented. The result of the day is, that
velopment— is a question often propound have aud enjoy while wo are striving so a public meeting has been called for Moned, but not so often answered satisfacto- hard for something new. One of this en- day evening next, at 7:30 o’clock at the
when the committee will re___ ..
rily. But we feel pretty safe in saying, terprUingfirm told us the other day— that, schoolbouae,
so little,where they need

it

for actual de-

illustrate

easy it

is

to forget

if the citizens would give them “a site

that if we were not so near to Grand Ha-

yen.

how

and

din would sound for

miles.

A complete

stock;

come and

see for yourself.

Fancy

Remaining Proprietors

!

port and present the matter to the people

of

Ud
All Kinds of Spectacles.

We

are

prepared to manufacturefurnitureto order
sell common ware very cheap.

and caa afford to

Fall Klee ef Gold Pees.

We

also keep ourselves preparedto do ail kind*
Planing. Matching.Resawing, making of Doors
Sash and Bllnda, etc.,

of

Executed.

H.

W.

VERBEEK A

(

I

each other’?interests.

the

PHCEisrrx:
Planing Mill,

______
_____ less.
. . _______
ven, we would
get still
Moral: ten thousand dollars,” they would build I for their action. Let there bo a good at- Repairing Neatly and Promptly
What a blessing to be so near Grand Ha- ' up and establish an enterprise here whose tendance and a mutual desire to promote
I

ocks,

at the City Hotel parlors and the merits ol

this winter to furnish

bolts.

_

afternoon an Informal meeting was held

presume that about 125 men have been

harbor, should continue to receive such

—

Having bought everything new we can tall lower
with a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at

coat.”

DEALERS

Watches

Grand Haven, who has always had

.

Very Low Prices.
Watchmakers |

the pusilanimousamount for which they sidering that it takes 50 men to handle the grounds of Hope College and formerly Silver Ware,
are booked in the harbor appropriation 50 teams, and that it will take more than designated for a similar purpose, appeared
bill, and a feelingsomething akin to theirs 50 men to make these bolts, and several to present the desired attractions.In the
Jewelry &
is manifest in this

& CO.

Ninth & River Streets.

inter-

mittee of our citizens, previously appointed

ry will start up on the 1st of

naturalized,and will be in this city on the

VERBEEK

W.

re-opened their extensive Furniturebnslnoea, cloeed by the big lire of 1871, on the corner of

party of gentlemen from Chicago and Mil-

C/u. Dai'y Newt.

E. Van der

STORE!

Have

the champion

them in the

is

happiness.

vantages of Holland as a site for building

modation of those who want to become

same month

bends ^)ver

as

days out of every 365, to support a house-

Illness prevented the County Clerk,
Mr A. A. Tracy, to be here on the day
spoken of in a previous issue. He bus,

4th or 6th day of the

who

nor for the
a wash tub 818

UEW

A

with $2,000,-

wife of his cousin

2,700 consecutive quarter hours attending ought to be happy if there

sweet, slightlyacid flavor, and of an alco- to the wants of a sick baby,

to be in the Village of Zeeland, for

and the divorced

man

Hoiutxe. March

S4,

1878.

*-U.

Iouanb,

Mich.. July

25,

1878.

Co.

hearted old gentleman and his sister. The Establishment of the United States
Coast Surrey.
Every one’s “traps” were ransacked
Oh 1 murmerin* ones who frown »nd fret
pleasant passenger appeared at the din- from top to bottom, but without sucIt was in 1807 that the first effort was
npon the w*y your feet are aet,
iU and
Kuow that the path ye count so bleak
ner-tablewith a solemn, downcast er cess.
made to establish a national coast sur•AID.
la bettcrlban the one ye seek.
Further
search
was
useless.
What
was
and
a
silent
tongue.
vey. Jefferson, in his message to Conpression of face
For on that broid and pleasant way,
;ed him to be done?
Before dinner was over, I asked
gress, recommended it, and Congress
Wharem so much ye Ion* to atray.
That night, all having been made cautiouslyappropriated $50,000. Sec- WreatkiicaiTfiaCoiipaiy,
what
troubled
his
mind,
and
cauafd
HUnd* consdence,and from every soul
Tcmj Street.New Yerk.
this unhappy change in his wonted snug, and the passengers having turned retary Albert Gallatin then addressed
That journeys there he asksi a toll.
in, none of them, as you may imagine, circulars to the principalscientificmen
cheerful manner.
toll that steals from every pleasure,
At first, he tried to evade my queries in very brilliantspirits, I went on deck, of the period, soheiting opinions as to
That takes from every glittering treasure.
That robs the travelerof his rest,
by replying that it was “nothing,noth- it being what we call at sea “ the Cap- the best methods of conducting the proAnd sralteH the heart within his breast
ing in particular;”but I pressed him tain’s watch.”
posed work. Numerous plans were subI turned in about 4 ‘ft. m., the second mitted. That of Ferdinand R. Hasalar,
For this one. turned from friend to foe,
persistentlyuntil I won horn, him an
Forbid* sweet peace with them to go,
officer then coming on duty. My cabin a native of Switzerland,was finally adexplanation.
And all is now but worthless dross.
“Perhaps, after all,” he said, “it is was amidships and on deck, and from a opted.
That knows her presence’flight and lose.
only fair that I should explain matters. window therein I could command a view
The magnitudeof the task compelled
Ho, though the road be rough and steep,
Prop’ra,Cantos.
The fact of the matter is, my watch has of the after-deck of the ship.
special preparations. In 1810 Hasalar
Bpced on. oh friend! thy murage keep;
Somehow
or
other
I
could
not
rest
And flyer at thy aide shall be
been stolen.”
was sent to Europe to procure instruSoldiers— Pensioners 1
The peace that conscience gives to thee;
“Stolen 1” we all exclaimed in a breath. one atom, so, dressing myself, I deter- ments, standardsof measures, and other
ip ar
and smoking. I necessaries. The war followed, and he
To smooth the way, to whisper “ hope,"
“Undoubtedly,”he answered, “but I mined upon sitting up
toriu1* *nd
tnc* ,he,r ; al*o oonUlna InThrough e’er what darkness ye may grope.
pray you, Captain here he turned to drew aside the blind of the window I was detained in England
until 1815.
g
Then, ere thy race is wholly run,
Inducement! toclube.
have
mentioned,
and
looked
out.
me—
“I
pray
you
say
not
one
word
Or ere the whole long day is done,
Other delays, naturallyattending new
coU.0fjt wuount due under new
abmam
°r
Pension
Bill
furnUhed
amhi<tn*,\uu>
It was just the gray light of early enterprises, prevented operations until
about it. The’ only thing that renders
0H,V>md euch clalnuWed In Poifcjun
A burst of sudden light shall break
the loss of consequence to me is the morning, and there was a stiffish breeze 1817, when a beginning was effected
Upon thy path, and ye shall wake
W aahlngton, D. 0. Lock Box 3*5.
fact that it once belonged to ray poor blowing. To my surprise I beheld Mr. near the harbor of New York.
To know th« way ye did deride
Lad to a country gloriti d!
mother. On that account alone, I would Reginald Moore on deck.
Hasalar was authorized to employ as—Kate WmwnMn. 1 : ’ • n
I was about, to open my cabin door tronomers and other scientists,in addinot have lost it for any amount of
money. However, it cannot be helped, and invite him to join me in my rest- 1 tion to the officersin the military and
OUR PASSENGER.
and, therefore, it is useless to cry over lessness, when the peculiarnature of his . naVal service.
spilt milk, as the old adage has it. My proceedings riveted my attention. He : Hasslar was hampered and embarIt *a8 ft lovely autumn afternoon only request in the matter is, my dear looked around on all sides, as if afraid rassed continuallyby limited appropriaVor advertisingIn newaniMraIn these hard tlmai
toward the close of September when we Captain, that yon will leave the mat- of attracting
| tions. His operations were not of that
weighed anchor and sailed out of the ter entirely in my hands, and I think it
Then, suddenly, as if assured the : c}iaracter easily seen; Congress wonriver Mersey, bound for Melbourne. very probable that I may recover it. coast was clear, he made rapidly toward dcred continuallywhat he was about.
Wq had a good ship— Janets Pride- This request I am sure you will oblige the empty water- cask, on which he was While lie was systematizing methods
met
loaded wit'll miscellaneousarticles.On me by granting.”
accustomed to manufacture his model and training assistants, Congress was
board were fourteen passengers; and,
of the Janet’s Pride. Once mOro glanc- shruggingits shoulders and clamoring
“ Certainly,my dear sir,” I replied
take them all in all, a pleasanterlot I “ but still—*’
co.
ing cautiously about him, he then ap- because results were inadequate to the
never steered across the stormy seas.
“ Exactly,” he interrupted,with one plied his hands to the top of the cask, expenditure. Hasslar was an eccentric
Flrrt Established I Most Successful!
There were throe old gentlemen, who of his pleasantsmiles, “ jou would like and, with a rapid movement, lifted half
man of irascible disposition and great
TITEIU IX8THUMKNT8 have a •tandard
were going out to share their fortunes, to take the matter in hand and investi- of the top bodily off.
value in uil ilio
independence of character. On one occome what might, and which, poor old gate it to the utmost of your power. I
My astonishment and my excitement casion a committee from Congress
~
souls, they seemed to think fashioned know that, my dear Captain, full well, were intense. Another hasty glance
waited upon him in his office to inspect
in the brightest colors, long before the but I can trust you to keep your prom- around, and he plunged his hand down
OP
his work.
Engliah coast was out of sight.
Everywhere recognized as the FINEST
ise, and leave Hie case entirely in viy into the cask, and quickly withdrew it,
“You come to ’spect my vork, eh? IN TONE.
Then there was a solitary old gentle- hands.”
holding in his grasp a small bag, which
V at you know ’bout my vork ? Vat you
man, who, judging from the genhe rapidly concealed in the breast of his
How could I deny him his request?
going to ’spect ! ”
eral tone of his conversation, wa? seekYou will readily imagine what con- coat.
and in um. New Design* coMUatlj,
The gentlemen, conscious of their Made
Bust work snd lowest prices.
ing the New World for the ostensible sternation this event gave rise to among
Again he took a hasty survey, and
A*- Dviiu
VAN
Send iui
for •»
a vsauui/guc.
Catalogue.
ignorance, tried to smooth his ruffled
purpose of finding fault with it.
the other passengers.The three old was rfbout making another dive into this
temper
by
an
explanation,
which
only
There were two young
young married gentlemen instantlyproceeded to ex- strange receptacle for hidden goods,
made matters worse.
couples, all inll of hope and activity, plain that they possessed jewelry to the when he suddenly withdrew, having,
“ You knows notting at all l>out my
bent upon making a new home faraway value of at least £300, which they with astonishing rapidity, replaced the
'PAMPHLET
vork.
How can you ’spect my vork,
from tlieir native land.
usually kept locked up in a brown- lid of the cask. In another moment
ven you knows notting? Get out of
There were also a very jolly elderly leatherwriting-case;
but, unfortunately, the cause of his alarm was made appaPV DOM.ARM M Alii'. IN ONE DAY!
brother and -sister, neither of whom at the present time the lock was out of rent, as a couple of sailors passed him here ; you in my vay. Congress be von WjfZ With the TIFFIN WFXI~BORING
nnd DKII.I.INO MACHINE. Hook
big vool to send you to ’spect my vork.
had ever entered into the bonds of mat- order.
Fret. Loom Is A Nyman, TlJBn, Ohio.
on the way to relieve the man at the
I ’ave no time to vaste vith such as
rimony ; but, instead, had stuck by each
wheel.
Mr. Reginald Moore suggested a safer
The Greatest Musical Success of the Bay is
knows notting vat I am ’bout. Go back
other through life.
When all was again quiet, for an instant
deposit for their valuables.
to Congress and tell dem vat I say.”
There were three old Australian setThe young married couples announced he seemd determined to at once return
The committee did “ go back to Contlers, who had been over to have a peep the fact of their owning at least £250 to the cask, and no doubt withdraw
gress” and report, amid uproariouslaugh- H.
S.
at the old country, and who were now worth of jewelry; and they, too, con- something more that the interruption
.returningto the l^nd which to them, sulted Mr. Moore as to the safest plan had prevented him from withdrawing in ter, the result of their inspecting inter- JT bM attraeted^Urx^audlencee^nljht
after sight and
view.
)ng communion, had become for secreting it.
/-''through long
the first instance. But, suddenly changeaay^nualo,and newline buF simple aoenery. la tieln*
When Hon. Levi Woodbury was Sec- extensivelyrehearsed by amateurs everywhere. This
the dearest of all others— “ Home, sweet
The kind-hearted brother and sister ing his mind, he went down the stairs
successU meritedby Its perfectly fnnooentwl^ Its lively
homel*
had, it appeared, more valuables in the that led from the deck to the saloon and f^htry of the Treasury, under Jackson, words, and good muilc. Try It while it is new, in every
he and Hasslar could not agree as to village
Lastly, though not least, there was a way of jewelry than any one on board, sleeping cabins.
Klemnt coplea,with Musle, Words and Libretto,
.....
for $1.00. Per
. dozen,
‘ in, 89.00.
solitary passenger, who soon became since £1,500 had never purchased what
Scarcely had he disappeared when the compensation to be allowed to the milled
the pet of all on board. He was a man they possessed.
another figure, stealthily crossing the Superintendent, and Hasslar was re- Kmer.on d TiMn'i HIGH SCHOOL OHOIB ...... 81X0
of about 28 years of age, possessing a
The whole of that evening was occu- deck, met my anxious observation. It ferred to the President, at whose dis-

TWO PATHS.

six days’ sail from Melbourne, For the
first time in our experience of him, the
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LAUREL WREATH, by If. O. Mi** ............ 1.00
cretion the law placed the settlement of C. JtctruCiSCHOOL SONG-BOOK ................. 60
very clear complexion,a very handsome, pied in speculating as to the probable was the boatswain.
tre three of the very best books for Seminaries,
Normal
I saw him glance towards the stairs, the dispute.
long-flowing beard, and a very silky perpetratorof the theft, and in condoland High Schools, Ac.
“ So. Mr. Hasslar, it appears the Secmustache.
ing with Mr. Reginald Moore on his down which Mr. Reginald Moore had
taken his departure.He then made retary and you cannot agree about this
His name was Reginald Moore. His great loss.
matter,” remarked Jackson, when HassEvery one turned in that night in an direct for the water-cask. It w’as now
given reason for taking this sea voyage
lar had stated his case in his usual emobvious
to
me
that
the
old
boatswain
uneasy
state
of
mind
;
and
it
was
with
was the delicate state of his health.
phatic style.
There was not the least doubt that the astonishmentthat they found them- had been watching the pleasant passenA splendidstock of these on band, cost hot 6 to 10 cts
“ No, sir, ve can’t.”
each, and each contains a favoriteAnthem. Glee
poor fellow's chest was considerably selves, in the morning, still in full pos- 1 ger.
“ Well, how much do you really think Oratorio, or other Chorus, Qnartetor Part Son*. Ttaer
Just as he reached the water-cask, a
session of all their worldly
This
are much used by Choirs and Societiesfor occasional
affected, for his voice, though charm# „ goods.
,
you ought to have?”
slnxina. Tre s dozen ? Send for list, or send 10 cU. lor
ingly sweet, was one of the weakest ! improved condition of affairs seemed to heavy green sea struck the ship to windour full Book Catalogue.
“ Six tonsand dollars, sir.”
I ever remember hearing; and it had , reassure our passengers,who once again ward, necessitating the boatswain to
“ Why, Mr. Hasslar, that is as rtmch
Invest 6 cts. for one Musical Record, or $2 for a year.
hold on by the ropes so as 10 keep his
a certain hollowness in its sound that began to look cheerfuland at ease,
as Mr. Woodbury, my Secretary of the
looting,
ana
precisely
at
me
same
mo, —j
;;
footing,
and
the
moin my mind is invariably associated Reginald Moore’s pleasant face wore
OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.
with that terrible disease commonly its wonted smile, and, as heretofore,he ment Reginald Moore appeared at the 1 Treasury, himself receives.
,
top of the cabin stairs, I shall
never I "“Mr.
Mr. Voodburv!”
Voodburv
I ” scream
screamed
Hasslar, C. 11. Ditaon diCo., J. E. Dltaon AiCo.,
termed consumption. He always wore enlivened^and charmed^us witl^hisvi1 rising from his chair and vibrating his
711 4 848 H roadway,N. 7. 022 Chestnut St, Phila.
forget the scene.
o thick muffler round his neck to pro- vacity and anecdote. All day through,
long forefingertoward his own heart.
The
instant the ship had steadiedherhe
worked
at
the
model
of
the
Janet’s
tect his throat and chest.
“ Pl-e-e-n-ty Mr. Voodbnrys,pl-e-e-n-ty
In all my experience — and it lias been Pride, still using the top of the empty self, the boatswain commenced his ex- Mr. Everybodys, for Secretary of de
amination
of
the
water-cask.
For
a
moa pretty wide one— I never knew any water-caskfor a work-table.
90.50 a year.
4 pages. 55 ota. a month
Treasury; v-o-ne, v-o-ne Mr. Hasslar HDAILY.
UN I) AY . '8 pagee. $1.
1.2
20 a year.
That night, we retired to rest with ment only, Moore stood looking at him
one with so many friends, and such unfor de head of de Coast Survey!” and,
• 1
with as evil an expression on his face as
-ai. udivided esteem, in so short a space of minds far more at ease than on the preerectinghimself in a haughty attitude, cheapest and most Interestingpapsr In the United
I ever beheld.
vious
one.
Alas!
what
a
scene
of
anger
time, as Reginald Moore. There was
With one bound, he was upon the he looked down upon Jackson in su- 8Ttff'B WEEKLY NUN to smpbaUcally the peenot, I believe, a sailor on board who and distress came with the morning!
boatswain, before he could turn to pro- preme scorn at his daring comparison. Pi* ton. p.i».: HNm,tND, pabii.b^.q.r.an.
did not entertain the warmest possible Every passenger on board, possesiing
President Jackson, sympathizing with
jewelry, had been robbed during the tect himself. I waited no longer, but
liking for him.
a characterhaving some traits in comflung open the door of my cabin in an
As for the passengers they never night.
mon with his own, granted Hosslar’s deseemed so happy as when listening to
The three old gentlemen, the young instant, and in another I was to the res- mand, and, at the close of the next Cab- Agency, vrhicti furnishes sny paper (eicspt local ) uub.
ItsliedIn the JnitedSUtes. Music*! InstrumonU, Sew
his amusjng Anecdotes, of which he married couples, and the kind-hearted cue, and in a few moments we had our inet meeting, told the joke, to the great Inx Machines of all kinds Chromoa Frames Sewing Machins Needle* and AtUchmenla at reduced prlcea.I
seemed to possess an inexhaustible brother and sister, found themselves pleasantpassenger in irons.
entertainmentof the gentlemen pres- mil also furnish Books of all kinds at lowest price!.
So, you see, he was the thief, after all,
store. And this dehcate young En- minus every article of jewelry that they
Rocky Mountain StereoscopicViews
hiding his knavery under the pleasant- ent— J/arf/ia J. Lamb, in Harper's
glish paragon of passengers had made had possessed. Even the grumbling
a specialty.Don’t fallto wrlle at once for our circular!.
Magazine
for
March.
est exterior I ever knew a man possess.
this conquest over all our hearts before old gentleman had lost his gold snuffA‘’““ ““ "*t“
The manner in which be had manufactwe had been three weeks at sea.
box^—
St Valentine’sDay.
ured the top of that water-caskwas the
He was, too, such a clever fellow with
There was no keeping matters quiet
most
finished
and
ingenious
piece
of
St.
Valentine
was beheaded in Rome
his hands. He could cut and shape you this time. The thief must be traced
carpentry
I have ever beheld.
by
order
of Claudins II., Feb. 14, 270.
anything out of a piece of wood, from and brought to justice. What was the
In the interior of the side of the cask One writer says “ he was a man of most
an oyster to an elephant, and at making wisest jnethod of procedure?What
DIRECT FROM FACTORY,
he had driven several nails, about two admirable parts, and so famous for his
modek of ships I never met his equal. would Mr. ‘Moore suggest?
feet from the top, on which he had sus- love and charity that the custom of Reeds, with Celeste » Stops, for **•. WUy «r
He was, besides, such a kind and con“ I would suggest, though most rerere low. C6rmpond,noesolicited.
pended, in wash-leatherbags, the jew- choosing valentines on his festivaltook OtherC.styles
siderate fellow toward his fellow-passen- luctantly,” said Mr. Moore, “ that every
B. IIUNTA COT., ManuTUcturei
ufucturera,
Boston. Mr
its
rise
from
thence.”
Others
derived
elry he had stolen. _
sailor and every sailor’s luggage be
You may easily imagine the surprise the custom from the birds being sup*
i
KOH
"When the three elderly gentlemen, carefully searched.”
evinced by our passengers on discover- posed to select their mates on this day
I.O.O.P.
who imagined their fortunes made, were
To this proposition we unanimously
K. ofP.
ing that the thief was the man for whom others from a practice prevalent in
afflictedwith sea-sickness, he was the agreed.,
L0.GT.I
each and every one of them entertained ancient Rome at the festival of LuperK. of H.
first tb come forward and help them
“ This,” he continued,“ must be most
such regard and even affection.
calia, when among other ceremonies
about while they slowly recovered.He humiliatingfo the feelings of your crew,
bSjF’Smi.
At the expiration of three days from young women’s nanAs were drawn by
made to order hr 91. 0. 1.111^ A Co., Columbia,
would insist upon their taking his arm, Captain, and therefore, in common fair- the date of the pleasantpassenger’sdechance from a box by young men. The
Okie, fiend for Price. lAsta.
weak as he was himself, and he would ness to them as our fellow-men, let me
XlllUryani Firemen’s Goods. Banners ft Flags
, tection, we landed in Melbourne, where Christianchurch changed the form of
lead them about on deck with a firm- also suggest that every passenger and (lnty impelled me to hand him ov6r to
the ceremony. On the eve of St. ValTO WOMANKIND.
ness that spoke volumes in favor of his every pa.sengert luggage be alao
to
Rend stamp for circular to
entine’sday it was the custom to have
“sea legs.”
ougnly searched
a
Y. Pierce, M.D., Chicago.
the names of a select number of one A
125 to flOO-factoryprlceaI do not remember any voyage ever
sex put into some vessel by an equal
Ighest honors— Mithusheks scale
passing so quickly as the one when the
for squares—finest uprights^in
number of the other; and thereupon America— orer 13,000 In
use-^ularl^l^r^^^^Npleasant passenger was on board. I
every one drew a name which was, for
n.no. „nt
raritoA irv.
Mendelssohn Piano Co., *?*?£
~ ”
could, with infinite pleasure, make a
the time being, called his pr her valenMedicines
Bars
foiled to do
senger soon contrived to bnng those
tine. The custom of choosing valenjmnion.
HUNT*® BEMEDY
sorely does— restores to haalth
tines existed venr early. Presents of
>ginald
Thirty Years a Stranger at Home.
gloves, garters and jewelry were common
Men may escape the law, but their as valentines.
Moore.
hq
said,
“
there
is
not
a
“Of course,
own consciencesthey cannot flee from
We were within a week’s sail of Mel- passengeron foo$rd who is .qot
....... ..........
bourne. Reginald Moore had all but suspicion; yet, in justice to the feelings I Many years ago a young man in this
Decisive Evidence.
All Diseases of the Kidneys.Bladder MdUrlgfty Q^
completed a model of the Janet’s Pride, of the crew, it is, in my humble opinion, city was guilty of an offense Against the
Judge (severely) — “ How do you
law, an offense which brought social
which he proposed presentingto me the the least we can do.” ' 7
know
the defendant is a married man?
This delicacy of feeling and this ruin upon himself and his family. The
night before we lauded.
Were
you ever at his house? ”
thoughtfubiess
0n
the
part
of,
Reginald
man
and
his
offense
are
forgotten
by
the
Now he worked at this model princi“ No, sir.”
Moore
rendered
him,
if
possible,
more
public,
yet
he
lives,
and
lives
here
in
pally on deck, and, strangely enough,
It the OKI Rtllabi* Concentretefl
lit
he had chosen for a work-tablethe top admirable and praiseworthy in our eyes Boston. But, from the day his offense . “Do you know him personally?”
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was discovered— althoiigh,having esof one of the empty water-casks that than
Manyof the crew objected strongly caped the law, he is free to come and go
stood oh the deck, abaft, and under the
to this mode of procedure, but all were as lie
pleases— he has never been seen
eP
shelter of the bulwarks.
While he worked through the day compelled to submit. The old boat outside of his own home in the daytime.
you were sure to see him surrounded swain was furious with indignation,and Sometimes,under the cover of night,
bv some of the passengers or sailors. vowed that if it coat him his life he he walks abroad to take an airing, and
amount of industry he displayed would trace the thief who had caused note the changes that thirty years have
was truly wonderful,for he was invari- him to be searched like a common wrought, but an ever-active conscience
ably at work in the early morning, long pickpocket. Even the pleasant pas- makes him shun the light of day, and
before any of the other passengers senger failed to soothe his sense of in- the faces of men, and he walks apart, a
stranger in the midst of those among
dreamed of turning out of their snug
, ^
Well, a thorough search was made by whom he has always lived.— Bos/on
.berths.
myself, in company with the kind- Transcript.
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“No, sir.”
“ Do you know

his wife

?

”

FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN6.

»

No, sir.”
“ Did anybody ever tell yon they were
married?”’
“ No, sir; but when I see a man and
woman come to the same church regularly for, three years, occupy the same
pew and have a hymn-book apiece to
sing out of, I don’t want to see no mar“

riage certificate from them.
swear to their relation
Verdict for plaintiff.

all

I can

the time.”

n IS FULL WK.’GBT AND STRKItOTB.
The market Is flooded irilh (srvcalhwl) Concentrated
Lye. which to adulterated
with salt and rosin, as* won’t
eiaJM

mop.

SAVB BONKF, AM BBT TBB

SaponifieR
HADE
B7 THE

Pennsylvania Salt

Manufg

PHILADELPHIA.

-

Co.,

t

ges, and I’ll bet hell have $20
not injure it. It is now suggested that
great improvement can be made in charged to customers before night.”
Cheerful Revelations Before the American curing ail meats without salt, by some
“Und I shall haf more as forty ! Vait
Social Science Association In Boston.
adaptationof the Alden fruit drier. We tills I run mit der grocery for a slate,
Mr. George T. Angell lately read a have seen beef and mutton shredded und den you sthand on der corner, und
paper before the American Social Sci- into broad strips, two inches thick, gif all der poys some winks to come in.
ence Associationat Boston on “Public and passed through an Alden drier and I don’t let dot man get aheadt of me if
Health Associations,” in which he made slightly smoked till a strong outer crust I haf to puy (en schlates
some startling assertions about the adul- was formed. The cured meat was served
Night closed in on the old man top of
terations of food. He said :
to sailorson a voyage to the Sandwich the heap.— Detroit Free Prm.
Cayenne pepper is adulteratedwith islands and back, and was esteemed a
Postmaster General Key has a good
red lead, itipstardwith chromate of lead, great luxury compared with the best
curry powder with red lead; Yinegarwith salted mess beef. Some that was brought word for the women who are in charge
sulphuric acid, arsenic and corrosive back to San Francisco satisfied the ex- of postoffices.They do their work satsublimate.It ‘ stated that probably rperimenters
____ _ __ _____
________
______
_0 isfactorily
that this
mode of
curing
half the vinegar now sold in our city is mett^ jg destined to come into general
Nerve Inquietude and Its Remedy.
rank poison. One of our Boston chem- U8e
Rentlosa nerves, at least thoqe that are conitantly so, are weak ones as well The true
ists analyzed twelve packages of pickles,
•ray to tranqulllaethem thoroughly is to
put up by twelve differentwholesale
HOME DOCTOR.
itrbngthenthem. It may bo, nay, it is very
dealers,and found copper iff ten of
often necessary, to have recourse to a sedative
How
to
Remove
Adhesive
Plaster.
them. Many of our flavoring oils,
or even an opiate, in dangoronscases of nervous
simps, jellies and preserved fruits con- —The portion of the plaster which is innuie'nde. nut the continued use of such unnatural palliatives is greatly to be deprecated,
tain poisons. The adulterations of tea left adhering to the skin may be quickly
i hough not, in a restricted tense, a speciric for
and
completelv
removed
by
the
use
of
are too numerous to mention. Coffee
nervousness, Hostetler’sStbmnoh Hitters is
is not only adulterated, but a patent has turpentine and sweet <il. Use a little eminently calculatedto allay and eventually
been taken out form olding chiccory into more than half turpentme. This com- overcome it, a fact which tbo recorded experience of many goes to substantiate.This inthe form of coffee berries, and I am pound, rubbed over tbe%arts with a bit es'imable tonic, by promoting digestion, astimof
cloth
or
sponge,
and
then
washed
off
told that clay is now molded, and perilation and secretion, touches the three key
haps flavoredwith an essence, to repre- with warm soapsuds,will leave the sur- notes upon which the harmony of all the bodilv organs tlepen Is, and the result is that fresh
sent coffee. Cocoa and chocolate are face as clean as nature ever intended.
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parents against tine use of tile popular
Several mills in New England, and baby-carriage,in which the little ones
The Value of Time.
probably many elsewhere,are now en- sit faring the nurse, and are pushed
BRICK gRCHINlRT f
gaged in grinding white stone into a fine backward. The natural desire of the
addreu
powder for purposes of adulteration. At eye is to draw nearer to what it sees,
A *enta Wanted •wiywherv
some of these mills they grind three and the practice of reversing this nor to tell to famlllM, hotala nd
grades— soda grade, sugar grade, and mal order of tilings,and causing sur-* century, Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy has boon fUlliU
__ _ 111
____
a larva oonintMit;Unreal
flour grade. It sells for about half a rounding objects to recede, is liable to the standardremedy. The positive cures it has
cent a pound. Flour has been adult- affect injuriouslythe development of effected is numbered by thousands. Each year
has witnessedan increased sale. Its reputation
erated in England, and probably here, both sight and brain.
is the result of superior mmt If the disease
extended to th thr a1 or lungs. Dr. Pier le’s
with plaster of parie, bone dust, sand,
An Effective Remedy for Burns ha*
Golden Medical Discovery should be ustd
clay, chalk, and other articles. I am
—Is salicylic acid, which can be pro- with the ( a arrh Kenedy. Tbcs - two medi‘VIBRATOR*
told that large quantitiesof damaged
Batlbiakll.
cured at almost every drug store. The cines will spe ;dily cure the most stubborn case
and unwholesome grain are ground in
of catarrh. See the People's Common Sense
failed In any dlMaae of lb* Klda
method of preparation is to form an
yeara.Rend for n.raphlet, and ad
Medical Adviser, a work of over 9tK) pages.
with flour, particularly witli that kind
*• rVVF.RMIT¥ FLAC
emulsion with olive oil, one part of the Priee ILWI Address the author. R. V. Pierce,
called Graham flour. Certainly hunTHE ORIGINAL ft ONLY GENUINE V ALRX.'LOOK
acid to sixteen parts of the oil. The M. D , Buffalo. N. Y.
A. ROHORB. the world renownsd lWhet of
dreds, and probably thousands, of bar— - - - - -----Short-handWriting, will teach bla Improved intern of
mixture is to be painted over the ulcer“Vibrator* Threshers,
Short-hand Writing, which can be taught perfect In
‘Gaps Made in the Plcth by abscesses and
rels of “terra alba,” or white earth, are
ated surface twice a day. It causes a ulcers speedffy disappear without leaving a
WITH IWaOVKD
sold in our cities every year to be mixed
ter* for the imall mm ot W*. AQi
slight smarting when first applied, which sesr. when Henry’s Carbolic Salve is the
POWERS,
IHORB.P. O. Bo*«ltK>, Pittsburgh,
Wk tor Circular
with sugars in confectioneryand other soon passes off, and the effect is more rg •lit employe 1 to heal them. This standard
for any informationwanted.
And Steam Thresher Engines,
white substances. I am told by an emi- beneficial that that obtained by many
tide cures the worst sores, eradicates entanoHade only by
om eiunuons, relieves the- pain of burns, bannent physician that this tends to proother remedies.
ishes pimples and blotches from the skin and
duce stone, kidney complaints,and vaUlCHOLS,
has proved to bo eminentlysuccessfulin remeThe Scientific American, in an arti- dying rheumatismand sorenessof the throat
.
Howe-CXHiBiTiCN'rious diseases of the stomach. A BosRATTLE CREEK, Mltaf*
ton chemist tells me that he has found cle on diphtheria, has the followingpar- and chest Sold by all Druggists.
.
MILLIGAN75 per cent, of “terra alba” in what was agraph : “As every physician knows, it
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(7) Extract of gelsemin (yellow jessa- Gold
*d highesthonon at any such. Sold foreaahorf
mine), five to ten drops, in about a manta. IlldwtrattoOatalootr*aMl <
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Our system of salting meat makes it | taMe-8I*>?nful of wateri tlireo tiose8
unhealthy and distasteful.Why do we ! taken at intervals of an hour apart, not
salt bones? Were they extracted, one- 1 8®omn*> have relieved very severe atthirdthe salt would suffice, and meat so tacks.
cured would lose little ot its nutriment,
“Chirge It.”
besides gaining in value. ^Two-thirds
of the smoking might be dispensed’with, An oldish citizen who had scraped a
and pno cause of indigestibility greatly i few hundred dollars together started in
lessened. Modem mechanical skiH can the saloon business, on Hastings street,
surely contrive a tool to disbone a ham, a few days ago, and a mail whom he
HOW TO BIT THC|‘B«I"W*part *f the Mate. €.#00,000
acre* for iift. For free copy of •• Kanae* Paelfle Home*
and let the salt have equal access inside knew and did not particularly admire stead,’' iddrea 8. J. Kilmer* Laud Con’r. labe*, Xtatu.
and tutsido. The thick skin might be started in the same business at the same
Medical College
• ad Hospital.
removed with equal benefit. Custom time a few doors above. • There was Eiirgesillomenputklc College
In the world.
may claim* the shape of the ham as im- something of a rivalry between the two
portant, but this objection would give places abont fixing up, and the old man A pr FT a Mont h and expenseguaranteed to Agents,
way before the great superiority of the was constantlyon the watch to see that q) 1 4 Outfit free. Shaw A C°.. Augusta, MAntt
meat. Farmers would find profit in it the other did not get ahead of him. He
ATP. end COUNTY
IGHTS f»r tele Also
for their own household. A boned tur- had just settled down to the belief that
<NS. Articles sell like
key is always attractive.When raised ; he was a long ways ahead, when in came
to whom we will pay a
far from market a turkey boned and i a customer who said
hltehalk Mich
slightly salted and smoked would find1 “Ah! you’ll have to hang up your
ready sale at a remtinerative price, j fiddle now. Tho man above you was
The Mexicans cure beef without salt, showing me his slate. He has over
Bale Siili’s lew ioot
The first operation is to unbone it Then i twenty names on it since morning, and
1.000 Prominent pereon-OMS aad women
it is cut into narrow strips and exposed to I four men have just gone in there after
the snn till a superficial crust is formed j 10-cent drinks.”
to exclude the air. A slight smoking; “Ish dot some facts?” exclaimed the
keeps insects away. It is usually kept i old man, thoroughly aroused in a moAMEBIC All PVBLUIUINO CO.,
Chicago ftt.
in sacks in a dry place, and time does > ment.
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IJ of two certain mortgages,the one bearing
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give full power claimed. The
chard daring the past season, wete border“The best English writers and the most particu- date the eleventh (11) day ot Janusry,1860, made
Laige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
Engine and holler complete, lar Americanwriters use WORCESTER as their and executed hy William H. Linacreand Susan
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inclading
pump. authority.”— Afaw York Herald.
IK governor, pump,
Linacro, his wile, of Georgetown,Ottawa County, cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wautel
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Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place, Address J, p. Mountain, ogdensburg,N. Y.
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to
jrice of
and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
WORCESTER
as our authority In spelling,chiefly
orae Power ...... $ 242.00
resort for both birds and insects. These
of Ottawa County, Michigan, on the thirteenth day
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usage,
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6*
....... 313.50
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RECTUM quicklyand perned hy
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JAMES LEFFEL 4 CO.,
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Walden, of the town- office of the Registerof Deeds of the County of
8vo. Library sheep. |4.25
ing's sunshine, as also a flattering outlook
to l.-.OO per ceuk.
ty, Mi
ship of Cascade,Kent County,
Michigan, and re- Ottawa and
d State of Michigan,
Michigan. m
In Liber X
a of mortfor the conventional “early worm,” durA lull uencriution, ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown corded
in
In
the
office of the
ihe
hegister
of Deeds of Ot- gages, on page 95, on the nineteenth day of August,
8vo. Half roan. $1.85.
potver. price, elc., i«
ing the early summer three or four, and
tawa County. Michigan, on the 14th day of Decem- A. D. 1871,
1871 at 1 o’clock t>. m., aud whereas, the
iriveii In an extra of
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. ber. 187-).at 8\' o’clockp. m., iu Liber V’ of morl- •aid mortgage has been duly assigned by the said
frequently ten times the number of curcuI
H*9ori*r,
12mo. Half roan. §1.;3.
giiges, on page 81. which said moitgage was duly Huibert Keppel to Jan Bos, by assignmentbearing
lios were caught from the row of trees adSend for a Copy.
SCHOOL (Elementary) DICTIONARY.Illus- assigned by the said Guy 8. Wa.den on the six- date the eighteenthday of February,A. D. 1878,
jacent to this ravine, as were found else
trated.12mo. Half roan. $1.6o.
teenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh, and recorded iu the office of the Register of Deeds
where in the orchard— the number always
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated.Itimo. which said assignment was recorded in the office of said County of Ottawa, on the twentv-thlrd of
Offdt&ftlraxtih 2T.Y.
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock iu the forenoon
diminishingin proportion as the distance
Half roan. HI cents.
igan. in Liber R of mortgages, on page 323, on the of said (lav. in Liber Nc.4of mortgageson page
increased. This, in connection with the
366, and tlte same is now owned hy him, and
fact before st-ited, that the larger percentwhereas the amount now claimed to be due on
said mortgageat the date of this notice,is the sum
age of diseased trees to bo found in my
Many special aids to students, in addition to a Green, which said last assignment was recorded in of one honored and sixty five dollars and seventy
orchard were iu these identical two rows
Just received at the
eight
cents ($165.78). principaland interest,and the
very f>tll pronouncing and definingvocabulary, the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
where birds and curcu lio were always
make Worcester’s in the opinionof our most dis- County, Michigan,in Libor R of mortgages,on further sum of twenty-fivedollars us an attorney
most abundant,is certainly suggestive of
tinguishededucators, the most complete,ns well page 530. on the 14th day of May, 1873, at 8 o'clock, fee. stipulated for iu said mortgage,and which is
as by far the cheapest Dictionariesof ourlanguage. a. m., upon which last said mortgage there is the whole amount claimed to be due and unpaid
a reason for Hie assumption that birds, inclaimed to be due and unpaid at the date hereof on said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having
sects and yellows, have, to say the least,
%* For sale by all Booksellers, or will he sent, for principal and interest,the sunt of four hun- been instituted at law to recover the debt now re
some curious connection.
carriage Iree, on receipt of the pi Ice by
dred and fifty-nine dollars and fifteen cents. malmng secured hy said mortgage, or any part there($459,151 and also an attorneyfee of $15.00 as pro of. wheteby the power of sale contained In said
And now, in conclusion, let me add that
J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
vidud therein,and no proceedingsat law or in mortgage has become operative. Emc therefore, Nothis single experiment is not ottered as
Publishers, Booksellers, & Stationers. equity having been Instituted to recover the debts tice is hereto, given,i hat hy vlrt ue of he power of sale
proof positiveor infallible, but rather as a j Togetherwith 'a nice line of Coffee#,Tean, Spices,
seen red by said two mortgages,or that of either and In pursuanceof the statute in such case made
715 and 717 Market St., Pkiladelpnia. of them, or any part thereof; Now therefor notice aud provided the said mortgage will be foreclosed
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars,
suggestion, with the hope and expectation
49-3m
is hereby given, that by virtue of the pow r of by o sale of the premises,therein described, at
that all interestedwill make similar lests,
Also, an assortment of CHEAP TOYS for the
sale containedin s^id mortgagesand each iff them, public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
and if couducted with due reference to the
and of the salute in such case made and provided door of the Court House. In the city of Grand Hathe said two mortgageswill be foreclosed by a sale ven, iu said County of Ottawa, on Monday, the
extreme delicacy of the laws which govern
[ at public vendue of the mortgaged premisesdcthe growth and disseminationof these
Twelfth day of May next, at otto o'clock in
| scribed iu said t»o mortgagesor so much thcriff as
minute wonders in nature’s economy, 1
may he necessary to satisfy the amount due on the afternoon of that day. which said premises are
!
!
have no doubt as (o Ihe attainment of like
said two mortgages,togetherwitn it. teres: ami describedin said mortgage, as follows:All that
certain piece i t lot of land being and Mug In Ot; costs including said attorneyfees, to wit: all f at
results. If this theory may be Utus practitawa County,aud State of Michigan, further dei certain piece or parcel ol land known an the northcally demonstrated,the problem of supP.
Jr.
1 west quarter (M) of the north-east quarter (W) of
®'\,en *clc,1.01 •a,1(k commencing at the
pression is no lunger a difficult one of so- Store on River 8tr. opposite Meyer 4 Co’s Furnisection numbered thlrty-tw(»(32)
towu six .6) north
?.!
'1'f! I
IS A X K E II ,
section twenty
of range thirteen (13) west, lying and being in the of
........ ..
” four, In township six north, of
ture
42-3m
lution. To this end, in my judgment, you
County of Ottawa ai.d State of Michigan, at the range thirteen west, according to the United States
cannot make a law too stringent in its apfront door of the Court Bouse of Ottawa County, survey, runningthence southerly parnlell with the
sertlon lino to the highway, thence along the
plication.If thereby we may s»vc our
Sale.
in the citv of Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa. and State of Michigan, that being the place north boundary of said highway to a point f om
valuable orchards, our incomes, our homes YXTTIEREAS default has been made in the payDoes a general Banking,Exchange, and Collec- for holding the Circuit Court ‘f or said con mv: on I which a nqrtherlvline paralell with the first (. r
and ourselves from the contemplationof a
v
meut of the money secured hy a mortgage,
I fi'TQ ! section line) Shull include ten acres, thence northtion business. Collections made on all points in
community of bankrupts,by ihe prompt dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executedby ihe United Slates and Europe. Fartictiiaralien- Saturday the 12th day of April, 1879, erlv from said point to the north boundary line of
at
one
o'clock
in
the
afternoon
of
that
day.
Hoeluf A. Scholium and •itjsbertjeSchotiten, his
said south west quarter of section twenty-four,
aud adequatesuppressionof this common wife, of the townshipof Zeeland, Ottawa county, tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers. Dated, Guand Haves. Janu.-.ry 2. 1979. '
thence westerly along said line to the place of
enemy, this intolerable scourge, this un- Michigan, to Huibert Keppel, of Zeeland., afore- Kvmlttahces made on the day of payment. All
BENTON
E. GREEN.
beginning.
business intrusted to me shall have prompt attenAssignee
of
said
Mortgages.
said,
which
said
mortgage
was
recorded
in
the
mitigated nuisance, we shall finally accord
Dated February 11th, A. D. 1879.
tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
Lowinu 4 C boss, Attorneys for said Assignee.
JAN BU8, Assignee of Mortgagee.
to it our fullest meed of approval,aud to
to cheek at sight. Foreign exchange bought aud
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mort48-13w
Geo. W. McBride, Atty. for Assignee.
the giver of all good our heartfeltthanks. gages, on page 93, on the 19th day of AHgust. A. I). sold. Tickets to and from all points iu Europe
ably are, the unwittingvehicles for spread-
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1871, at one o’clock,p. m.,

and

whereas, the said

mortgage has been duly assignedby the said jluiBottom Fricei of Lands.
bert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment, hearing
date the 18th day of February. A. D. 1878. and re
With an increase of a million of peo- corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county o( Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
ple annually— soon a million and half, and February,A. I). 1879, at 8 o’clock iu the forenoon
possibly two millions a year in the not dis- of said day, in Liber No. 4. of mortgages, on page
366, and the same is now owned by him; ami
tant future— there is little probability of whereas the amount now claimed to he due on

^ ®

•

lower price, of .gricuHural
lends.
.....
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|

y

sold at
9-1

my

office.

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, In theCity of Grand Haven, in said County, on wednea
day the twenty-ninth day of January, in the year
fine thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
Present: Sami’ki. L; Tatb. Judge of Probate.
In tho matter of the estate of Cornelia Plnggcr,

bottom of inflation having fallen out, the ^Kht r"!!!:.P.r,^Ip“l.n
sum of twenty-fivedollars as an attorney fee, sliphonest greenback having bi.en vindicated, Dialed lor In said mortgage, and which is the deceased.
On re iding and filing the petition duly ver fled,
whole amount claimedto be due and unpaid on
fictitiousvalues must have disappeared, said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having of Maria Knnters, representing that said Cornelia
been institutedat law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said m •rtgase,or any part
prices of lauds should naturally stiffen as thereof, whereby the power of sale containedin
said mortgage has become operative;Note therepopulation advances. The migrationto fore
notice is herebv given, that by virtue of the
Texas, to Kansas, Nebrasaka and Dakota power of Bale and in pursuanceof the statute in
such case made and provided, the said mortgage
it as been immense the past year; the borwill be foreclosedby u sale of the premises thereders of the dry plains are already reached, in described, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Court House, in the
the narrow valleys and elevated plateaus i city of Grand Haven. In said county of Ottawa,
ou Monday, the Twelfth day of May,
of the Rocky Mountain system sought out,

and as farm mortgages are gradually

lifted

next, at one o’clock In the afternoon of that day :
said premises arc described In said mortgage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of
tory are already filling with immigrants, land situated In Ottawa County and State of Mich
realize the fact that the nominal Ijjan and described as tha west eighteenthand
50-100 acres off of the north-east quarter of the
prices of these fertile soils represent scarce- north west quarter of sestlon twonty-flve Id townsix, nprth of tange thirteen west, also a piece
ly ihe annual inieiesl upon their future ahip
of land In said county commencingIn the center
of
the
Jennlsou road at the north-woat corner of
value. Every Western Stale has had
Hiram Andrles’ laud running thence sonih fifty
lands sold at a dollar an acre, and again rods in a strip two rods wide, thmee-easta strip
within the life-time of the purchaser for three rods wide and twenty rods lone, thence south
a strip of land two rods wide and fifty rods long to
land owned by Jan Bos. said land bolus; on the
$70, $50 and even $100.
east half of the south-west quarter of section
In 1000 what incrementof value will at- twenty-four, In township six north, of range Ifclr
tach to the cheap lands of to-day
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six
effect will thirty to forty added millions of rod* of land accordingto the government survey,
be the same more or less.
people have upon prices? The civilization Dated, February11, A. D. 1879.
and wealth of England are the growth of
JAN BOS, AssUjnes gf Mortgage.
Gao. W. McBride, AU'y. for Assignee. l-l»w
hundreds of years, yet the most rapid

and the wheat lands of Washington Terri- which

who

Hugger, lately died in said County of Ottawa, lutesleaving real estate In said County of
of Ottawa.
Uti
and praying among other things that this Cour
Court mav
adjudicateand determine the heirs at law ol said
deceased,and who are now entitled to said real
estate. Thereupon It is ordered, that
I

tate,

Monday,

A. L.

Holmes
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MEAT MARKET rjm
—
THE —
FIRST WARD.
I3ST

!

lost,

sow

eestoeed

:

BAY on

the rat/ico/ cure (without medicine)of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impqtency, Mental and PhysicalIncanacity.Imped
ments to Marriage, etc,: also Consumption, Epilepsy and Pits inducedby self-indulgence or sexual

^^"Kin^ealcdenvelope, only six cents.
The undersignedannounces to

„

A

AM

The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstiatcs.
from a thirty years auccesr
ful practice, that the alarming conseqncnces or
self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe dangerous use of Internal medicineor the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition mav
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.

t3F" This Lecture should be In the hands ®f
every youth and every

terms.
MANLY D HOWARD.

1878.

man

In the land.

Sunt under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stumps.
Address the Publishers,

Holland.

RADEKE & SON,

ANTED.

real estate in the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.
51-tf

TUG FOR SALE.

Bl-4w

V

Ottawa or Allegan CountiesIn exchange

1

the Public that
the twenty-fourth day of February next, they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now
ready
to supply their customerswith all kinds
at one o’clock In the afternoon,be assigned
for the hearing of xaid Petition and that the of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fait
heirs at law of the said deceased, and all other dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionte
person* Interested In said estate, are required all those who wish to favor them with part oftheii
to appear at a session of said Court, then to
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Ilaveikate 4
he holden at the Probate. Office, In Grand Haven, In said Connty, and show cause, If any there Son’s Hardware Store.
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
W. BUTKAU,
granted: And ft Is further ordered, that said petiJ. VAN ZOEREN.
tioner give notice to the persons interested in said
Holland. July 14. 1878.
estate, of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof, by causinga copy of this order to
be published In the “Holland Citt News,” a
newspaper printed and cirenlatud in said County
of Ottawa, tor three successive weeks previous to
T
authorized to .ell the Steam Tug “Gem’
said uay of hearintr.
on favorable
Inquire of
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.
Holland. Mich

f What

growth has been in the last hundred, coincident with the advances of population.
In 1770 the rent of cultivated land averaged 13 shillings per acre; iu 1850, 27
shillings, and 80 shillings in 1878. Prices
manufacturer of
of English farm products have also advanced— meat from 3)^ to 5 and 0 pence;
butter from 6 to 12 and 20; though bread
remaius the same as in 1770— at lj£ pence
because the farmers of Minnesota and Calat No. 74 Washington street,
ifornia are witling to supply it at such a
rate. As the superficialarea of our lands
-• Mich.
cannot he enlarged, however, population Grand
may increase, is it not time to begin to Having but recently moved to his upaclons
think of deepening toils, of draining, ven- new store,Is prepared to make the finest and beet
tilatingand properly CJinminutingthem? tilting bool or shoe one may wish.
And as we ship to foreign lands the elements of their fertility, *e might properly
begin to think of systematic and scientific Qunllry of work guaranteed,and repairing
done on short notice.
fertilization. Make them more productive,
capable of higher yields and still larger
A. L. HOLMES.
net profits, and higher prices wi'l he inevitable
}' Tribune.
Grand Haven, Mich. Dec 90, 1°78. 4’-tf

PIMPLES.

mnll (Free) the receipe for a simple Vegetable Balm that will remove Tan. FRECKLES.
PIMPLE®, and Blo'ches, leavingthe skin soft,
clear and beautiful; also Instructions for producing a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald head or
smooth face. Address. Inclosing 3c. stamp,
I

Probate Order.

.rxvt1etn.0ril7;^cr,"
of one huuureu and sixty
nvc aoiursanu seventy-
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FALL AND

cuimii rcimo.,

41

iht
An 8t-.

York; Post OfficeBox. 4686.

WINTER.

1879.

Wholesale Dealers
Millinery

|

Fancy Dry Qoois,

And

-

And

all

kinds

of

Smokers’ Fancy
— A.X.SO

-

LADIES’

—

FURNISHING GOODS,
r

A

11

'

1

*.

•

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The largest and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

Lager Beer.
Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Warehouse &

large stock of

Standard Trimmings, Bonnets, Hat*, Feathers,Flower*,
Ribbons, Luce Collar*, and Silks.

Articles.

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

a

Gloves and Hosiery

of all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

double
etc.

Office on

WASHINGTON STREET.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
5-tf

L. & S. VAN
EIGHTH STREET

DEN BERGE,

HOLLAND, LOCH

